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INfRODUCE ION

In late November 1966, at the request cd U. S. Commissioner

of Education Harold Howe II, and the then Secretary of Health,

Education and Welfare, John W. Gardner, I undertook an overview of

the National Program of Educational Laboratories. This undertaking

I am now bringing to a close after months of activities which have

been both stimulating and rewarding for me.

The study was made possible through arrangements, worked

out by the Office of Education with The University of Chicago,

which enabled me to spend half time in the investigation of the

twenty-nine organizations between the beginning of December, 1966,

and the end of August, 1968. A, major obstacle was the absence of

quantifiable data and of lucid-descriptions of the operations of

the several centers and laboratories. This handicap was reduced

hy the openness and helpfulness of the directors and staffs of the

several organizations and of the Office of Education personnel.

Throughout the investigation all parties concerned maintained an

attitude of receptiveness to critician and to suggestions for

improvement, and shared freely their own perceptions of unsolved

problems and hindrances to effective functioning.

My orientation started with a reading of the Report of the

Presidential Task Force which was the source of uany of the ideas
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later incorporated in the Elementary and Secondary Education Act

of 1965, which paved the way for establishment of the regional

educational laboratories. Other documents which were helpful were

the Office of Education Guidelines, reports frmm the several centers

and laboratoried, and the report of a special study camducted by

a distinguished group of educators under the chairmandhip of

Professor Lawrence A. Crean.

The study initially focused on the twenty regional educational

laboratories which were established in 1966 under Title rir of the

Elementary and Secomdary Education Act of 1965. Later it was ex-

tended to the nine university research and development centers,

two of which were established as early as 1964 and one of which

began operation as late as September, 1966. All of the centers

and laboratories were visited one or more times between December,

1966 and July, 1968; and impressions gathered were communicated

periodically to the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare,

the Commissioner of Education, and to others in the Office of

Education, the Federal Bureau of the Budiet, and the National

Advisory Committee on Educational Laboratories.

Fran the beginning I cast myself in a role which would enable

ne to take an objective view of operations and achievements and to

cammunicate my observations in a spirit of friendly collaboration.

As a sympathetic but detached observer I endeavored to analyze the
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strategies and operational processes of the several centers and

laboratories and to assess the actual and latent contributions

of these operations to the development and diffusion of improved

educational programs and systems. At every opportunity I com-

nunicated my tentative impressions and stimulated conversations

to test my impressions against the experience and judgment of

other observers amd of those actively engaged in shaping and ad-

ministering the new organizations. Tbroughout the study, I tried

to deal speculatively and analytically with problems encountered

in establishing the viability of laboratory programs and to weigh

the probable effects of alternative policies and procedures.

At my request Kjell Eide, Ddxector of Research and Planning

for the Norwegian Mizistry of Education, spent two months studying

the planning processes employed by the twenty regional educational

laboratories. His report, which is summarized in Appendix C,

and his supplementary oral observations provided invaluable insights

into the strengths and weaknesses of the planning processes used

by the laboratories. Highly useful too were the observations of

the following persons, each of whom participated in visits to one

or more laboratories: Stephen Bailey, member of the Advisory

Committee and Dean of the Maxwell Graduate School at Syracuse

University; Oscar Chute, formerly Superintendent of Schools in

Evanston, Illinois; Daniel Griffiths, Professor of Education and
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Dean, School of Education, New York University; Francis A. J. Ianni,

Professor of Education, Teachers College, Columbia and formerly

Associate Commissioner of Researdh, U. S. Office of Education; and

H. Thomas James, Dean of the School of Education, Stanford University.

My views on the centers sad Laboratories were shaped, and

my insights sharpened, by discussions with the special panel of

consultants brought together on Jamuary 2, 1967, with the National

Advisory Committee, and with Office of Education personnel.

There were a clear understanding with Secretary Gardner and

Commissioner Hcwe that this was to be largely a one-man impressionistic

study, the chief purpose of which was to provide some guidance for

federal policy respecting the laboratories and centers, a purpose

to be served primarily through conferences and informal reports to

the responsible officials and to the staff of the Division of

.Educational Laboratories rather than through a formal report. A

secondary purpose, wbich euerged as the study progressed, was to

encourage those responsible for the governance, management, and

operation of the several centers smd laboratories to clarify their

objectives, re-examine the assumptions underlying their choice of

activities, and to delineate more precisely the intended effects

and the means necessary to achieve these effects. The success of

the undertaking must be appraised, therefore, in terns of any in-

fluence exerted on clarification of the concept of educational research
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and development, and the conditions essential to effective per-

formance; and any contributions to the evolution of the labora-

tories and centers into more effective organizations for the

adaptation and transmission of knowledge and technology into the

stream of educational practice.

My schedule of visits and other activities is shown in

Appendix A; and one example of the way in which impressions were

shared is the address to the New Orleans meeting in Appendix B.

It is my conviction, however, that the most important communica-

tions were those made orally to officers and staff responsible

for administration of the National Program of Educational

Laboratories, the National Advisory Committee, and personnel

associated with the several centers and laboratories. The present

report is little more than an epilogue containing some observations

whidh supplement those made earlier.
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

The nine university researdh and development centers and

the twenty regional educational laboratories constitute am impor-

tant part of the national effort to bring the full power of science

and technology into the service of education; even though the con-

ditions attending the establishment and early operation of these

twenty-nine organizations have not been uniformly conducive to

effective operation. The concepts which led to their founding were

powerful, but vague; and incorporated differentiated, and not always

mutually consistent, perceptions of roles and functions. As a re..

sult, the centers and laboratories often had difficulty in defining

their primary functions and identifying the particular expectations

to which they can respond appropriately. As they began to find

themselves and sort out the probleus requiring attention, they bee.

came painfully aware that it was necessary to undertake tasks for

which the knowledge base is weakamd performance tkills and tech-

nologies poorly developed. While working their way through these

problems, the early promise of ample funding became clouded, re-

sulting in a new set of uncertainties.

While the foregoing factors have produced considerable

frustration, they have not prevented the evolution of a majority

of the centers and laboratories into institutions with a promise

of power for the improvement of education. Indeed as I reflect on
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what I have learned through visits of one to several days to eadh

of the laboratires and centers and continuing dialogues with their

staffs and with administrative personnel in the Office of Education,

I am confident that these new institutions within the next ten years

and beyond will make notable contributions to the advancement of

education as an art, as a science, and as au instrumentality for

realization of human potential and aspirations. Partly through

foresight and design, partly through the ingenuity of persons

associated with the planning and operation of the centers and labora-

tories, partly through the persistent probing and evaluation of

Office of Education staff and advisors, and partly, perhaps,

through happy accident, the new institutions are beginning to shape

up as major contributors to educational researcbiamd development.

The following paragraphs discuss the missions, objectives,

and operational procedures of these new agencies In terms of evolving

concepts of the nature of educational research and development.

Attention is given also to conditions which are believed essential

to improved operation and effectiveness. The umdor conclusions

reached as a result of the study are sunmarized in the final

section.
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Continuous Adaptation

The centers and laboratories are demonstrating the nos-

educational use throu h a set of closel related rocesses ran i

from thed_jetaj_gj___...idesinofmodelsanrohthesuccessive

modification of materials, testeggssimajtangOimujindn_JUSIEIL

for the achievement of cified effects.

Our older educational institutions were not well adapted

to provide continuous develepment based on research. Because of

this, we have had a history of erratic innovation in education.

All too often, heralded innovatione have meant the introduction of

partially worked out ideas and systems withor ". adequate provisions

either for continuing refinement or for the modification of other

elements with which the new components must interact. The result

frequently has been failure to achieve the expected benefits and

consequomt discard of theories and technologies before full explo-

ration of their usefulness. In other words, we are suffering in

education not so much from lack of innovation as from arrested

development, The educational landscape is littered with bright

ideas which once evoked high hope and with technologies and sys-

tems imperfect4 adapted to educational use.

Among traditional educational organizations, there is not

one which has as a primary function the development and continuous
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refinement of programs and systems which can be counted on for re-

liable performance under stated conditions. Teachers and other

school personnel are too fully occupied with the demands of the

moment to aiigase in extended amd aystematic development, even if

the necessary facilities were plated at their disposal. Philosophers

and other theoreticians typioally are content with speculative solu-

tions of educational problems; avd few go so fax as John Dewey in

creating laboratories for the testing of ideas. University scholars

contribute importantly to emplrical and other types of research; but

their conceptauf their own roles and the value systems of universi

tiestdo not predispose than to go very far in incorporating researdh

findings into instructional materials or working systems ready for

educational use. State departments of education through consulting

services, accreditation processes, and otherwise, play an indispen-

sable part in the diffusion of tested technologies and systems; but

they are not well adapted to the conduct of extensive problem-

oriented research or the translation of much research into develop-

mental products.

A majority of the laboratories and centers now seem to be

functioning in ways wtich promise not merely to speed up the appli-

cation of relevant knowledge and technology to education, but also

to provide: mechanisms and processes for continuous modification and

refinement of programs, procedures, and institutional settings.

Moreover, the laboratories and centers are beginning to function as
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complementary institutions which (1) draw their capital of ideas

and technology from universities and other sources, (2) enlarge

the capital of knowledge and technology through systematic develop-

ment processes, and (3) link up with state departments of education,

Title III centers, and other agencies to bring about widespread in..

stallation and effective use in educational practice.

A few examples will illustrate the evolution of the labora-

tories and centers. The system known as IPI, or Individually Pro..

scribed Instruction, was conceived by Professor Robert Glaser as

a result of his experimental analysis of learning behaviors at the

University of Pittsburgh. The establishment of the Research and

Development Center at the University of Pittsburgh made it possible

for Glaser to maintain a staff with the requisite scholarly and

technical qualifications to develop, test, and refine the model and

to define the conditions necessary for its effective use. Later

with the founding of the regional educational laboratories, the

Center's efforts were extended through close collaboration with

Research for Better Schools, a laboratory with headquarters at

Philadelphia. Because of its inherent power, IPI doubtless would

have been adopted in a number of schools and would have brought

about at least same temporary increase in the amount of individuali-

zation, even without the intervention of research and development

centers or laboratories; but it is not likely that its inherent

capabilities would have been developed so quickly or so fully or
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with equal promise of continuing refinement with extended use.

Research for Better Schools not only is contributing to the diffu-

sion of IPI, but also is identifying problems in installation and

use ina variety of situations and with learners of different

cultural backgrounds and aptitudes. As a result of this experience,

modifications in data collection and analysis and in the evaluation

of offects can be instituted. The laboratory, through close inter-

action with the Research and Development Center at the University
1

of Pittsburgh, is contributing to theoretical knowledge as well as

to procedural refinements.

Recently, with the encouragement of the Office of Educations

a considerable:number of other laboratories bsve alreed to introduce

IPI in their regions and to experiment with ways of increasing the

usefulness of the innovation. Two-way channels of communication

are being established between the laboratories and the Pittsburgh

Center and a communication network will link the laboratories so

that what is learned by one will be shared by all. Ii is my antici*

pation that in time this will lead to.the writing of individualized

programs which take into account not only the existing knowledge

and performance skills of inlividuals, but also personality differences

and cultural variables. IPI, therefore, instead of being pushed as

a perfect solution or as a finished product will continue to benefit

from experimental attempts to improve its operation and to identify

the conditions necessary foc optimum results.
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Another example of the operations of the centers and

l'boratories is the use of the tactic called micro-teaching with

video-recorders as a means of increasing the performance skills of

teachers. This iimmntion worked out at Stanford University, ori-

ginally with the help of grants from the Ford and lettering Founda-

tions, became one of the instrumentalities selected by the Stanford

Research and Development Center in its efforts to discover the

effects of teaching on learning and the possibilities for modifying

teacher behavior to increase learning. Because of the Center's

mode of operations and the staff it has been able to maintain, this

development has received wider application and has been subjected

to greater refinement than would have been possible otherwise. In

recent months the Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and

Development at Berkeley has capitalized on the Stanford experience

to develop mini-courses, or self-instructional packages, which it

is trying out under a variety of situations for the in-service

education of teachers. Tbe laboratory has not taken the Stanford

model as a finiehed product, but as one which is susceptible of

continuing improvement. Other laboratories also have initiated

experiments with videotaping and micro-teadhing and are introducing

refinements of their own. A conmmicaticonnetwotk is developing

4hich links the several laboratories experimenting in this area

with each other and with the Stanford Center.
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Another event in teacher educatioa indicates the grow-

ing influence of the laboratories on the development and diffusion

of new concepts and technologies. The Northwest Regional Educational

Laboratory at Portland become the spearhead for a fives.state pro-

posal which commits a broad array of agencies and institutions

within the five-state area to developing a model of competency-

based, field-centered teacher education. The proposed instruc-

tional model consists of four elements: (1) objectives in the

form of competencies to be mastered, (2) instructional systems

designed to develop the competencies, (3) measurement systems to

assess the level of mastery, and (4) a computer-based information

management system. This proposal could not have been put together

but for the staff capabilities, the ways of working, and the

developmental contributions of the laboratories and centers. It

draws heavily on work done by at least two of the university re-

search and development centers and several of the laboratories.

Agencies committed to participating in the development include

more than twenty-five colleges and universities, five state depart-

ments of education, the teadhing research division of the Oregon

State Systen of Higher Education, Litton Industries, and the

Department of Instructional Systems Tethnology at Chapman College.

Another strategy employed by the laboratories is repre-

sented by the systems approach to curriculum building which is

used by the Central Midwestern Regional Educational Laboratory at
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St. Louis in its mathematics program; by the Southwest Regional

Laboratory at Los Angeles in curriculum developments in reading

and problem solving; by the Southwest Educational Developuent

Ldboratory at Austin in its bilingual and other programs; and by

several other laboratories.

In this approach the curriculum is treated as a system

for generating and reinforcing behaviors which eventuate in

added skills, new perceptions, and increased capacity to dlrect

future experience--in other words as a system or uechanism for

regulating learning environments to facilitate attainment of

specified and agreed upon educational objectives. The laboratories

direct their efforts not only to producing new instructional

materials, but also to modifying other components of the educa-

tional systems sudh as teacher behaviors, time allocations, social

interactimns, the sequencing and organization of activities, and

provisions for evaluation and reinforcement.

The developuent goes through a whole series of stages in

whidh there is continuing attention to the assessment of the situa-

tion or system; to identification of goals or purposes; and to the

dhoice of intervention strategies or approaches. The construction

of rough skeletal models or prototypes guides the design, construc-

tion, and assembly of components; and the new or revised systems

are given initial tests in liboratory situations, and extended try-

outs in fiebl operations. The pilot tests lead to refinement and
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redesign as needed, followed by pilot-installations of the revised

system and evaluation under a variety of conditions. Feedback from

installations leads to further refinement of the system; and pro-

vides the basis for promulgation of the potential benefits, the

conditions essential to effective performance, and the costs of

installation and maintenance. Diffusion is sought through collabo-

ration with other agencies to promote adoption, effective use, and

continuing evaluation. Provision is made for continuous monitor-

ing to ascertain the full range of effects, to discover inadequacies

in design, or other causes of low performance, and to incorporate

corrections and refinements based on feedback and research.

The laboratories and research and development centers

are also engaged in construction, testing, and refinement of slam-

lation games. The Johns Hopkins Research and Development Center is

developing a wide variety of games for use in social education and

decision-making; and is experimenting with games experience as a

basic learning variable. 'The Central Midwestern Regional Educational

Laboratory is using games as part of a multi.media approach to the

complete individualization of mathematics instruction. Other

laboratories are beginning to explore the possibilities of games

for a number of educational objectives,

Among the strategies being used by the laboratories in

addition to those implied in the foregoing discussion are diagnoses

of individual and cultural group needs with the assistance of
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linguists and anthropologists, the use of sophisticated technology

such as data processing and computer assisted instruction, and new

planning procedures which involve the use of systems analysis,

cost4enef it analysis, and new approaches to the involvement of

the family and community agencies in the process of education.

These approaches are reflected in a proposal for multicultural

social education recently developed by the Southwest Educational

Development Laboratory in collaboration with the Region XIII

Education Service Center. Similar influences may be observed in

program development in several other laboratories.

Improved Program Definition

Within the_past twoyears most of the centers and labor....

tories have achieved a sha er focus better ro ram delineation,

and closer integration of activities.

Identification of a major problem or set of problems amen-

able to solution through research and related development appears

crucial to the success of attempts to create improved educational

systems. It is important that the problems selected be of such

importance that progress in solving them will prodursk significant

consequences for education; and it is equally importamt that the

problems be defined so that appropriate methodologies may be applied

to them. A few centers and laboratories initially chose missions

involving sets of related problems which provided suitable foci for
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activities; but others stated their goals in terms so broad that

it was difficult to lay out any consistent set of strategies or

tactics for coming to grips with the problems involved.

Another requirement for successful research and develop-

ment work seems to be the existence of knowledge and technologies

Whidh are at least potentially applicable to the types of opera-

tions visualized. Insufficient attenttyn has been given to this

requirement with the result that some Uboratories and centers have

committed themselves to missions or sets of objectives for wtich

there is little validated knowledge and little or no tested tech..

nology. This might be acceptable for basic research organizations

staffed with imaginative scholars who have well-based ideas as to

haw such problems may be formulated in research terms and the kinds

of methodologies of inquiry which might tm appropriate. The centers

and laboratories, however, were not conceived as organizations de-

voted primarily to basic research; and few, if any, have adequate

concentrations of scientific or other scholarly talent to lay out

research designs for fields as loosely specified as higher education

or raising the quality of education in a region.

The definition of a. mission or areas of activity becomes

meaningful only in terms of specification of (1) the intended out-

comes or effects, (2) the inputs or resources required, (3) the

stages of research and of development and the tine required for each

stage, and (4) the provisions for checking on the relevance of the
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processes, the adequacy of the resources, and the quality of pro-

ducts or effects adhieved.

In the rush to get started and to involve many persons

and agencies in their regions, several of the laboratories were any-

thing but precise regarding the intended effects and the means of

achieving them. Even worse, they often were unclear as to their

primary functions: Some conceived their tasks in terms of dissemi-

nation more or less after the model of the Agricultural Extension

Service but without any clear idea of what was to be disseminated;

others seem to have conceived themselves as agencies for improving

the quality of education in their regions through services to schools

and other agencies and through widespread involvement of school

people and citizens; and one or two saw themselves as agencies for

the funding of educational research in regional universities or

other institutions. All of these activities appeared legitimate in

terms of the early guidelines of the Office of Education and in terms

of the proposals whidh had become the basis for contracts and grants;

but many of them became untenable in the light of subsequent experi-

ence.

Fortunately, through their own experience and with the

help of Office of Education staff, review teams, and other consultants,

the laboratories have moved with considerable vigor to tighten the

definitions of their ndssions and to specigy the measures and stages

through which they hope to attain the postulated outcomes. The
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evolution of program definition is indicated clearly in recent

reports frrin several of die laboratories. For example, the

Central Midwestern Regional Roucational Laboratory initially de-

veloped forty exploratory projects, but in 1967 it began to reduce

number of projects and to concentrate those selected in five

programs focused on curriculum and instruction. The Shift from

projects to integrated programs has reduced the number of activi-

ties and increased allocations to the remaining programs.

Similarly, the Center for Urban Education has moved "from

eclectic organization to a centrally programmed institution" with:

an urban elementary curriculum program composed of four major com-

ponents and a community development program focused on decentrali-

zation and desegregation. These programs reinforce each other amd

bear upon the common concern of developing more effective relations

between the culture of the school and the culture of the local com-

munity. Program support services are provided by four committees:

educational research, educational personnel, social research and

communications.

The Southwest Education. Development Laboratory has consoli-

dated its major programs into deeper channels, phasing out certain

components and adding others to achieve new force in working toward

its goals. Moreover, the steps of the development process for each

anticipated product ha% Jk.en defined more sharply, thus making

possible better analyses of the resources to be allocated to each of
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the process stages.

The Southwest Regional Laboratory at Los Angeles reports

that 1While the product development objectives have not changed,

we are sharpening a good deal in both our product development opera-

tions and our forward plan for installation of products currently

being developed." This laboratory uses a. well worked out "Product

Development Cycle" and is moving toward &distinction between

cycles of improvement and generations of improvement.

Several of the centers started with relatively clear-cut

concepts of their missions and the means of accomplishing them. For

example, the Learning, Research and Development Center at the

University of Pittsburgh drew on previous experimental analyses of

learning behaviors by Director Robert Glaser and others, and was

designed to promote further research on the learning process and

the application of the knowledge gained to the development of pro-

cedures, materials, and equipment of instruction, with subsequent

trial of products and programs in school settings which would permit

continuing experimentation and evaluation. Similarly the Wisconsin

center focused on cognitive learning and creation of instructional

systems and environments to facilitate cognitive development; while

Stanford addressed itself to the improvement of teaching through

skill development and modification of other teacher behaviors. In

fact, the centers with two exceptions started with at least some

kind of unifying concept--a higher average than found among the
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laboratories, attributable possibly to the superior research

sophistication of center staffs as contrasted with the staffs of

most laboratories.

The original proposal for the Center for the Advanced

Study of Educational Administration at the University of Oregon

identified eight areas for investigation so broadly stated as to

lead to a wide Array of studies which appealed to one or uore

staff members as relevant to the understanding and improvenent of

educational administration. This Center provides an interesting

example of an educational research and developuent organizatian

which has used improved processes of planning to uove from a

loosely conceived and structured operation toward an integrated

pcogram with consciously selected strategies of research and de-

velopment. By profiting from analysis of its own experienoe and

by weighing the criticisms of site visiting panels and Office of

Education personnel, the Center has moved rapidly within the past

two years to focus its activities on the development of organiza..

tional and administrative arrangements that can accommodate rapidly

changing instructional concepts and processes and adapt to emerging

needs and problems. To put the natter another way, the Center has

veered away from the support of project research in the direction

of team planning for problem-oriented researdh and development.

The Berkeley Center for Higher Education is undergoing a campaxable

evolution.
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Integrating Research and Development

The centers and laboratories are be innins to conceive

rgsearci ...tad deygoes,..2., as a closel inte rated system for ro-

ducing specified changes in educational institutions and processes.

Educational research and development may be viewed as

a unitary concept and not simply as a combination of some research

with some development. It may be thought of primarily as a set of

interrelated processes for dealing with problems In the context of

the systems or situations in which they arise. It leads to the

modification of existing systems for more effective perfornance

and/or construction of new subsystems for performance of specified

functions. The search is not so much for a perfect solution or

product, but for the best that can be devised through the use of

existing knowledge and technologies. Simultaneous processes of

research and invention are employed to increase the working capital

of applicable knowledge and technology. The research is development-

relevant or motivated whether used to improve understanding of

phenomena, to contribute to the solution of identified problems, or

to test the effects of operations. The development in turn is

researchiinformed, or guided, though not research...limited. Research

is essential to systematic and continuing extension of the knowledge

base on which development rests; and development constantly poses

new problems which require research. At its best development often

outmarches research by imaginative theoretical constructions and
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inventions; but as it does so, it gives mew impetus to research

and counts on the latter to regulate the pace for the health of

the systems, societies, and individuals concerned.

If we can judge by experience in such enterprises as agris-

culture, atomic energy, medicine, and space exploration, a powerful

system of research and development for eduaation will require many

subsystems functioning through nany institutions and agencies--

including government, industrial corporations, "quasi non-governi.

mental organizations," smd universities. Our erperience in educa-

tion is not yet sufficient to allow us to predict with any assurance

the limits of the contributions to be cxpected from each kind of

agency, the wtys in which the several agencies may complement each

other, or the conditions required for effective performance by

each type of agency. It is reasonable, however, to expect the

university research and development centers to play a major part

in such activities as (1) codifying the knowledge relevant to par-

ticular sets of problems or needs in education and drawing theo-

retical inferences for the construction of models and prototypic

programs; (2) identifying serious gaps in existing knowledge and

mobilizing tte resources represented by the several disciplines

within the university to fill these gaps; (3) designing experimental

procedures, naterials, and gystems to achieve specified objectives

or changes in educational institutions and practices; and (4) testing

the experimental programs or gystems sufficiently to indicate their
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potential and the conditions required for realizing the potential.

The nine university centers which are in operation appear

in general to be directing their efforts in the four indicated

directions, but their success is conditioned by several factors.

Among these is the definition of specific goals or targets to which

concentrated, wystematic efforts can be directed. This was dis-

cussed in the preceding section. All centers appear now to be

moving toward definitions of purposes which will permit concens.

tration of efforts on crucial problems and teamstwork in the formu-

lation of theoretical models or systems; but some are still far from

achieving a tightly defined and closely coordinated set of activi-

ties.

Another conditioning factor is the ability to mobilize

relevant scholarly resources within the university. The evidence

on this point is mdxed. Some centers do not appear as yet to have

drawn heavily on disciplines not closely allied with education. The

extent to which interdisciplinary resources are utilized may be

related to the place the center occupies in the university struc-

ture, but observation indicates that a more crucial factor may

be the qualifications of key staff members and the extent of their

commitments to the wotk of the center, both in terms of time and

the value attached to activities.

To move systematically toward meeting educational needs

through the production of knowledge and its application to
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educational systems will require continuing attention to a wide'

range of interrelated tasks and processes. If educational systems

are to respond to individual and institutional needs, the first

requirement is a systematic and persistent assessment of needs for

education in the society and the degree to which they are being

met by existing institutions and practices.

In the past we have relied largely on demand for educa-

tion as expressed by organized and politically articulate groups

or as manifested in the uanpower requirements of government and

industry. The result has been the neglect of uany needs until

they reach crisis proportions and a failure to develop sensitive

indicators of the effects on many individuals and powerless groups

of inappropriate or inadequate educational treatments. Measurement

of pupil achievement and evaluation of the performance of educational

institutions provide only surface indications of deep underlying

needs of individuals which require continuing Observation with instru-

ments sensitive to humn aspirations and emotions.

Assessment of the needs for education, is essential to the

selection of goals and prdblems for educational research and develop-

ment; but it is likewise essential to the functioning of all educa-

tional institutions. Its proper performance probably requires a

network of agencies designed for the purpose of identifying and

communicating needs and possible ways in which they may be uet.
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Research and development agencies by their nature inter-

vene in systems whicu they do not control. Thie suggests the impor-

tance of continuing assessment of the situation or system which is

the object of intervention in order (a) to identify functions to

which operations are addressed (both nominally and actually); (b) to

determine adequacy of performance relative to needs and resources;

(c) to reveal operational problems, including those incident to

intervention; and (d) to measure changes in the system produced by

the new inputs. As deficiencies and problems appear, the need is

underscored for a continuing search for knowledge relevant to the

problems to be sotved and persisting atteupts to draw inferences

which may be treated as testable hypotheses and/or incorporated

into the design of experimental models or systems.

The centers and laboratories are finding it necessery to

reconsider periodically their choice of intervention strategies and

the application of the strategies to decisions on (a) scope and sew

quence of activities, (b) persons and agencies to be involved in

various phases and stages, and (c) tactics to be employed in initiating

and reinforcing constructive change. Centers typically address them-

selves to identification and/or formulation of theoretical models

or systems to perform stated functions; and sometimes to ne design

of components or elements required to move from conceptual to work-

ing models and assembly of components into consibtent systems. Centers

and laboratories ehare in testing working models or systems in
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laboratory situations to reveal ualfunctioning, unsolved problems,

and uadesired side-effects; and in subsequent refineuent and re-

design as needed to correct defects and increase power and effi-

ciency. Tbe laboratories typieally arrange further testing under

a variety of field situations to gauge performance more precisely,

to reveal uodifieations required by dharacteristics of the popu-

lation served and other variations in situations. Collaborating

centers and laboratories share responsibility for progressive

precision in specification of intended effects and of the resources

and processes necessary to produce the desired effecte. Careful

analysis of the yields or benefits of the new or revised system

under specified conditions, and of the measures and costs involved

in maintaining the specified conditions is likewise a joint respon-

sibility.

It appears that university-based centers possess high

potential for performance of functions which require ready access

to sources of knowledge (both publithal and unpublished) and to the

analytical power and research technologies represented by the several

disciplinaty communities. Access to interdisciplinaty knowledge and

research methodologies does not flow to the centers, however, simply

because of the university setting; and the degree to which the

potential power ia brought to bear on high-priority problems depends

large/y on the ability of each center's st..$ to tap the resources.

All centers need to enlist the aid of university administrators,
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faculty colleagues, and qualified consultants in changing pro-

cedures and policies for recruitment, appointment, and recognition

as necessary to,attract persons with the requisite abilities.

The laboratories are making significant contributions to

maoy of the processes discussed. They seem better adapted than most

university centers to widespread diffusion of tested innovations

and systems through collaborative relationships with schools,

colleges, and other agencies; and they are devising strategies to

promote installation, effective use, and continuing evaluation.

Continuous monitoring to ascertain the full range of effects and

discover inadequacies in design and other causes of unsatisfactory

performance is another function in which laboratories are linking

up with centers. They employ evaluation and feedbadk from users

and observers to modify, complement, and/or replace systems as

new needs appear or as higher levels of performance are required.

kt every stage appropriate research technologies are needed

to (a) fill gaps in knowledge, (b) reveal relationthips among system

components and other variables, amd (c) evaluate the achievement of

objectives and associated effects. Both centers and laboratories

have an obligation to develop communication systems and dissemi-

nation strategies which will expose to the general public, amd to

audiences with specialized competencies for various types of operam

tions, the basis for each of the crucial decisions and the conse-

quences of the decisions.
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Increased Staff Capability

Ama.litz.vd of the laboratories and centers have increased

staff capability appreciably within the_past two years; but few can

xestiave capabilities to the tatks involved in

accom lishment of their missions.

Effective performance of research and development functions

in education as iu other fields is contingent upon bringing together

a "critical mass" of resources to generate knowledge and to convert

available knowledge and technology into powerful instrunents for

tmproved performance in the adhievement of specifiel outcomes. Al.-

though tbs stronger centers and laboratories have made strenuous

efforts to increase staff capability, it cannot yet be said that any

of these organizations is adequately staffed to achieve the objectives

to whidh it is addressing itself. One of the urgent needs, therefore,

is to increase staff capabilities by enploying persons mdth abilities

not adequately represented in the existing steal and by vystematic

programs to increase the capabilities of those employed.

Among the ?kills particularly critical to high performance

are those required in planning, program design, information processing,

and evaluation. Of equal importance are the qualitiessof sdholarly

competence required to identigy relevant knowledge and to supplement

it as demanded by the tasks at hand; and for significant contribu.-

tions to curriculum, instruction, or the management of learning

environments, creative imagination is indispensable. A further need
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is for persons of unusual insight and skill in the identification

and resolution of the value conflicts which inhere in important

educational decisions. A systamatic nationwide effort is required

to identify persons with the necessary potential and to train them

for responsibilities in program design, systems analysis, evalua.-

tion and other specialized abilities required for successful opera-

tion of educational research and development agencies.

Most observers seem to agree that the present staffs of

most of the laboratories and centers are inadequate in numbers of

full time (or equivalent) professional personnel and in many of the

specialized abilities relevant to their proclaimed missions and ob-

jectives. For example, a number of the laboratories are attempting

to develop programs of reading and language arts for special cul-

tural groups with insufficient guidance from those vith requisite

cospetence in such fields as anthropology, linguisticssand child

psychology; others are venturing into curriculum building without

having on their staffs or among their regular consultants, recog-

nized scholars in the relevant disciplines. In some cases research

and development centers appear not to have among their key staff

members individuals who can tap the scholarly resources applicable

to the problems under study or enlist the help of scientists and

other scholars within the universities who might provide invaluable

assistance. In other centers and laboratories the size of the

professional staff appears too small to permit sufficient monitoring
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of experimental programs to assure maintenance of the postulated

conditions.

The obstacles to the developmemt of the requisite staff

competence are fotmidable. Uncertain amd imsufficient funding

make employment of qualified persons extremely difficult, especially

when there is a critical scarcity of persons qualified to make

significant contributions to educational researdh and development.

Other obstacles include the inability of a few of the directors to

understand the kinds of knowledge required, and the sources where

knowledgeable persons may be sought, for the particular types of

research and development in which they hope to engage. This factor

is also compounded by poor program definition. Fortunately, many

of the centers and laboratories started with a rucleus of highly

qualified personnel.

There also is evidence of improvement in staff capabilities

within the past year. For example, the Central Midwestern Laboratory

has appointed new specialists in statistics, systems analysis, sociology,

mathematics, and other fields. The Eastern Regional Institute for

Education has named a Director of Professional Resources who has

been instrumental in adding a learning psydhologist, a systems

analyst, and &measurement and evaluatiam specialist. The Far West

Laboratory on Educational ReseArch and Development has used a

"profile of abilities" to insure a good mix of skills and knowledge;

and has added specialized abilities tn statistics, publications,
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communications, Indian Education, and political science.

The Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory has added

several specialists and is still seeking a computer specialist,

media specialists, a communication technician, and additional

research specialists. The Southwest Educational Development

Laboratory has added to its staff in research and evaluation, and

employed additional specialists in bilingual and Mexican education.

This laboratory is seeking a systems analyst, ame persons with

strong specialization in each of its curriculum areas. Among

the recent appointments to the Upper Midwest Regional Educational

Laboratory are a new director, a deputy director for program

planning and developmentond a psychologist with research experi-

ence in animal and human behavior and human motivation.

Staff development has been furthered through training of

those:employed as well as through employment of additional persons.

The Central Midwestern Laboratory sent three of its members to a

four-week workshop set up in collaboration with the Southwest Regional

Laboratory and Research for Better Schools; and provided staff

training at nearby universities in preschool education and required

technical skills. The Northwest Laboratory has provided formal

training in three-day sensitivity workshops for all professional staff

members and has used consultants on a regular basis to work with

staff members on problem-solving and evaluation; moreover, development

through concentrated sessions of problem-solving in staff retreats
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has been a continuing practice. Tbe Southwest Laboratory at Austin

involved all oi its staff members in a conference focused on the

implications of the conceptual framework of the social sciences for

the laboratory work in intercultural education. Staff seminars

likewise have been held to improve management techniques, to develop

stronger captbilities in evaluation design and applications, and

to provide fmmiliariry with program planning and budgeting gystems.

Staff capability obviously is a major factor in the per..

formance of the university centers for educational research and

development. Sdholarly competence of 6 high order and of consider-

able diversiry is required in order to draw upon the knowledge and

knowledge producing resources to be found in universities. It is

also important that center staffs include researchers who are strongly

motivated to translate knowledge into instructional systems or other

educational products. Some of the centers appear to have had problems

in commanding adequate time of faculty members on their staffs.

Others, for one reason or another have failed to enlist the energies

of scholars in disciplines which have an important bearing on the

solution of the particular problems with which they are dealing. In

several cases, the level of funding appears inadequate to bring

together a staff commensurate with the missions to which the centers

are committed.
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A National Network

We are develo in a distributed national network of labora-

tories which operate from a local or re ional base but serve national

purposes and produce national impact.

Considerable controversy hai centered on the question as to

whether the laboratories should be viewed essentially as institutions

serving particular regions of the country or as parts of a national

network of laboratories.

Some view the laboratories as basically regional institutions

composed of meMbers (consisting usually of institutions and organizao*

tions rather than individuals) drawn from defined geographic regions

and governed by regional boards of directors which mObilize and de-

velop regional resources and address themselves to the unique or

distinctive needs of the areas served. In support of this position,

it is argued that innovation and improvement of education are most

likely to occur through the close involvement of persons who have

responsibility for implementing the changes. It is also contended

that regional operation will remove any possible threat of national

domination and increase the confidence of citizens generally in the

research and other products of the laboratories. It is said further

that the several regions of the country differ significantly in the

effectiveness of their provisions for education and in the educational

needs of their populations, as well as in the strength of the unism

versities, state departments of education, and other educational
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agencies. Regional operation, therefore, is believed to contri-

bute both to flexibility and effectiveness in the operation of

the laboratories.

Others hold that the laboratories are designed as part

of a national program for accelerating the reform of educational

practice and the reconstruction of educational institutions. Their

contributions are seen as falling largely in the area of applied

science, but with due attention to basic research as required and

to dissemination of improved products and processeslargely

through interaction with existing state and local school systems

and other educational agencies. Under this concept each of a

limited todber of laboratories would be expected to mount a care-

fully planned, largeshscale effort to develop more effective ways

of improving curriculum and instruction or apply new klowledge

and technology to the structure and functioning of educational

institutions. One of more laboratories, for example, might con-

centrate on a particular category of problems such as bow to

strengthen motivation for learning and how to remedy the damage

caused by environments deficient in sensory, linguistic, or other

types of experiences essential to success in education. Other

laboratories might elect to exploit fully the possibilities in-

herent in particular kinds of technologies or to test promising

theoretical formulations; and some might choose a multi-faceted

approach to the achievement of specified objectives with designated

populations.
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Experience seems to indicate that the more successful

laboratories achieve national visibility and influence because of

the power of the concepts with which they are working and their

ability to incorporate these concepts in operational systems of

superior performance. 'This is true of the Northwest Regional

Educational Laboratory which has a strong regional orientation to

its five-state area; the Center for Urban Education which addresses

itself to problems of uxban education through activities concen-

trated largely in the New York metropolitan area; and the Southwest

Educational Development Laboratory which is devoting major atten-

tion to meeting the special needs of non-English speaking popula-

tions and other groups in Texas and Louisiana for whom educational

opportunities are grossly inadequate. It is likewise true of

laboratories where regional identification is somewhat weaker as

in the cases of Research for Better Schools which is involved in

nation-wide tryouts of Individually Prescribed Instruction; or the

Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development which

is developing nationally applicable instructional models for chang-

ing teacher behaviors.

Regional boundaries in most cases are loosely drawn and

several of the so-called regions are no more than arbitrary group-

ings of two or more states with adjoining borders such as Colorado

and Utah, Illinois and Indiana, or Michigan and Ohio. Obviously

there are advantages in conducting laboratory and preliminary school
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tryouts of innovations in locations accessible to ltboratory

staffs without consumption of large amounts of time in travel.

There doubtless are some Muds of problems whidh appear in

certain locatione in concentrated form or under circumstances

facilitating study. There are also advantages in the distri-,

bution of laboratories so that educators and educational or-

ganizations in all parts of the country have opportunity to

become involved in innovative experiments.

My conclusion is that it is desirable to have one or

more laboratories lathe Northeast, the Northwest, the Southeast,

the Southwest, the North Central, the South Central, and other

malor regions; but this does not mean that there is any special

validity in the present so-called regional grouping of labora-

tories.

Distinctive Orientaticns

All of the laboratories now concetve their functions

in terms of develo ment of tested roducts, operable systems or

other demonstrabl useful contributions to the improvement of

educational institutions and _processeaLin.Iteach laboratory has

unique characteristics* and same distinct t es of orientation

have evolved.

While no two of the laboratories are identical with

respect to mission, function served, or mode of operation, it is
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possible to distinguish several kinds of dominant orientation,

such as (1) product development, (2) regional development and,

(3) orientation to a closely defined set of problems. The

Far Vest Laboratory, Researdh for Better Schools, and the Scmtbm

west Regional Laboratory all concentrate heavily on the develop-

ment of products sudh as self-instructional programs for teachers,

individually prescribed instruction, or an integrated primary

curriculum. These laboratories also make contributions to de-

velopment of the resources in the region and prcvide some con-

sultative and other services; but their chief claim to distinc-

tion is tbe Improved instructional or other systems which they

develop to the point of readiness for installation in a variety

of school situations, and which they cautinue to refime in

reaponse to evaluation and feedback from users.

The Appalachia, Northwest;, and Southwest Oevelopmeut

laboratories likewise produce instructional materials and systems;

but their dominant emphasis appears to be on a set of strategies

calculated to raise the quality of educational practice and to

enhance tbe educational resources within the region served.

The Center for Urban Education, The Education Development

Center and the Mid-Continent Regional Laboratory are oriented to

the solution of certain kinds of problems such as early childhood

education and socialitation in the inner city, community involve-

ment in improvement of the quality of schools, or the development
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of self directed learning systems. Soma of the other laboratories

do not manifest so clearly a dominant orientation. The Central

Atlantic Laboratory at the moment seems to qualigy under the product

development orientation; since it is focused on the development

of a curriculum in arts, music, drama, dance, and literature for

children three to eight. The Eastern Regianal Institute for

Education might also be said to be product.development oriented

because of its intention to design a system for installing and

monitoring a new curriculum in schools of diverse characteristics.

Tbe remaining laboratories appear to fall more or less

into what might be called a fourth category of development-through-

training. The Cooperative Educational Research Laboratory seeks

to prepare persons for two new roles which will be facilitative

of tested innovations; the Michigan-Ohio Laboratory is attempting

to develop a program for training experienced teachers to engage

in continued analysis and improvement; the Regional Educational

Laboratory for the Carolinas and Virginia seeks to improve higher

education by training personnel to apply institutional research

and planning processes; and the Upper Midwest Educational Laboratory

is developing new methods of teacher training.

Closer examination will show that all operations are

mixed types and the important differentiation has to be made on

the basis of the competence with which the task is pursued; and

this, in turn, hinges largely on leaderahip and staff capability.
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In speaking of leadership and staff capability I am thinking of

both in relationship to research and development functions in

educatiom. Leadership which may produce acceptable results in

the administration of schools or other agencies wbere institu-

tional. stability is high may be unequal to direction of an

organization in which staff roles have to be worked out imagina-

tively and in which the operational emphasis is on continuous

problemmsolving and the development of components and systems.

One of the requirements of leadership for research and develop-

cent agencies is an ability to help a staff to move steadily

toward better definition of intended outcomes or goals and

toward closer specification of the resources and conditions

essential to attain tbe postulated outcomes. In order words,

problemmeolving and development operations require leadership

which is able to move thvough recurrent cycles from doubt and

nebulousness, to precise formulation, to partial solution, to

renewed doubt, and so on.

Staff capability also differs from that required for

the operation of schools and simitar educational agencies, largely

because of the necessity in research and development for the

collaboration of specialists grounded in relevant and complementary

disciplines and technologies. Other kinds of criteria which may

be applied legitimately to laboratory operations include the

extent to which the governing board accepts and discharges
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responsibility for policy decisions, for the maintenance of

effective leaderShip, and for the provision (within the limits

of funds available) at personnel, facilities and other resources

commensurate with objecttves sought and the tasks incident

thereto.

Examination of laboratory program: with respect to

target groups reveals strong emphasis an the education of dies&

vautaged populations. At least nine laboratories focus on the

culturally deprived or differentiated in reading and language

arts programs; and seven programs in mathematics and science, and

several in other subjects have similar foci. Five laboratories

beam their teacher aducatiou efforts to this type of target; and

three of these plus three others are studying learning behaviors

of disadvantaged children. Moreover, seven laboratories are

developing programs in educational planning, with special atten-

tion to the needs of those to whom existing schools seem poorly

adapted. Improving the educational achievement of those handicapped

in learning because of ueager environments or other circumstances,

therefore, is a major concern of many laboratories and an important

goal of most. With regard to areas of curriculum and instruction,

emphasis falls heavily on reading, language arts, mathematics, and

science. All laboratories are giving attention to teacher educa-

tion either as a means of a6hieving other goals or as an objective

in its own right.
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It may be noted that none of these approaches or programs

is exclusive to the laboratories and that in fact all bad been ad-

vocated, and to same extent developed, before the educational labora-

tories were established. What, then, is the contribution of the

laboratories? It seems to um to be based on (1) the ustematka

development of these ideas and technologies; (2) their progressive

adaptation to each other as components of systems for the attainment

of educational objectives; (3) careful calculations and tests of

the educational gains from installation of the new components and

systems and the cost of the gains; and (4) prompt communication to

other educational agencies of the information essential to affective

use. These functions, to be sure, are shared with other agencies,

but the laboratories appear especial/y adapted to providing the

necessary linking uecbanisms and to undertaking those processes

to which other agencies find it difficult to give consistent and

sustained attention.

Evaluation Procedures

The autonomisich and develop:

ment can be recouciied with accountabili for the use of public

funds and other resources only through the esiablishment of orderly

and effective rocesses of review and evaluation.

Office of Education personnel recognize their responsibility

for exercising resourcefulness and sound judgment in increasing the

beneficial effects of evaluation and easing burdensome requirements
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which threaten morale and effectiveness of the organizations which

make up the National Program of Educational Laboratories. They

have devoted much thought to the formulation of criteria for evalua-

tion of the regional educational laboratories and the university-

based research and development centers; and they have repeatedly

sought the help of the National Advisory Committee and other groups

and individuals, including members of the site visiting panels,

in improving the criteria and the ways in whidh they are applied.

The following commentary is offered, therefore, as a means of

highlighting some considerations and problems incident to the

application of criteria and not ua a device for introimcing new

bases Zor judgment. There i& no pretense that the criteria listed

include all whidh are germane to evaluation of the centers and

laboratories, or even all which are now used.

The importance of the mission, or goals, to which efforts

are directed, undoubtedly is nn important criterion; but is is

difficult to apply as all of the centers and laboratories in one

way or another are addressing themselves to Important objectives,

such as attempts to reduce the barriers to learning for those

reared in poverty or otheL:ise excluded from fair access to educe..

tion and other social benefits. Some approadh this Objective

through the development of systems for the improvement of instruc-

tion in reading, language arts, mathematics, science and other

fields; some through attempts to help teachers understand and adapt
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their behavior to the needs of disadvantaged groups; and others

through studies of the effects of early dhildhood environments

on motivation to learn and achieve. This by no means exhausts

the approaches to this particular problem; but it serves to

illustrate the point that many approadhes may be valid if followed

with requisite skill and imagination. The same thing may be said

with respect to other kinds of missions and programs. NV point

is that a good case may be made for any of the existing sets of

objectives; but this only raises the question of ability to

realize the stated objectives. Among the factors which bear upon

the likelihood of goal achievement are the quality of leadership,

the capability of the staff as a whole, and the appropriateness

and rigor of the program planning processes.

The quality of leadership may be inferred from such fac-

tors as: success in assembling a staff of persons with diversified

and complementary talents which are adapted to the goals sought

and the tasks undertaken; the amount of cohesiveness which has

developed in the staff and the success of team efforts at problem-

solving; the amount of progress made in program definition, including

specification of intended outcomes and the resources and measures

necessary to achieve them; the relationships with the governing

board and other groups which shape policrwith particular respect

to the amount and quality of information provided and the effective..

ness of communication; and the performance level of the laboratory
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as represented by the rate of progress in attaining key objective.

While applying the criterion of leadership involves

difficult subjective judgments, objectivity may be increased by

drawing cautious inferences from the vitae of employees and coup

sultants, and by indepeudent examinations of planning processes,

provisions for evaluation, and naterials produced.

Staff capability relevant to the types of operatious imp

volved and outcomes sought is obviously of the highest importance

for successful performance. While references were nade above to

staff capability as evidence of leadership, the importance of this

factor justifies treating it separately. My observation is that

the centers and laboratories with the highest capability tend to

have several able staff members who have had a substantial part

of their training and experience outside the field of professional

education. Although many persons with high competence for research

and developuent hold degrees from schools and departments of educe.

tion, there is a serious question as to whether a staff composed

predominantly of such persons is likely to be sufficiently bold,

imaginative, and unorthodox in its approach, or qualified to bring

the requisite analytical and technological expertise to bear on the

problems encountered. Organizations engaged in curriculum develop-

ment obviously need services of creative sdholars in the disciplines

underlying the subjects of instruction, as well as psycholoriats and

other specialists. Those engaged in development of instructImmi
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management systems, use of computers or other sophisticated tech-

nologies, clearly need the services af specialists in computer

technology, systems analysis, and planning processes.

The effectiveness of the planning processes may be judged

by the clarity and specificity of objectives (especially by pro.-

gress over time in the clarification of intended effects or

outcomes); the extent to which viable alternatives are identified

and weighed; the progress toward precise specification of the stages

of research and development required for each program and project

and the time and resources necessary at each stage; the extent to

which there is rigorous analysis of the conditions essential to

the postulated outcomes and the economic, social, and other costs

of achieving the benefits sought; and the adequacy of the provisions

for evaluation of both processes and products.

Another important factor is the extent to which fruitful

relationships have been established with other agencies, especially:

cooperative relationships with universities and other research

organizations for the purpose of identifying knowledge relevant to

laboratory operations and stimulating studies to fill gaps in know-

ledge; collaboration with university, and other research and develop-

ment centers in the progressive refinement, testing, and diffusion

of instructional and educational aanagement systems and other products;

close working relationships with state departments of education in

formulating problems for study, in disseminating the findings of studies,
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in arranging field tests of materials and technologies, and in

stimulating adoption of tested products and practices; collabora-

tion with selected schools and school systems in problem solving,

laboratory and field testing of systems and other products, evalua-

tion and demonstration of programs and technologies, and diffusion

of improved practices; aud mutually supportive, or otherwise

beneficial, relationships with other organizations, both educa-

tional and non-educational, which are engaged in activities which

have demonstrated or potential relevance for education.

Efforts must be made to assess the quantity and quality

of products at each stage of development. Instructional materials

and other publications may be judged by their suitability for the

intended consumers and the extent to which they are based on

generalizations validated empirically or experimentally. Systems

for instruction, instructional management, and administration can

be evaluated in terms of demonstrated powe. to improve the operations

which they are designed to affect; and technologies, processes,

and strategies for innovative intervention by similar empirical

evidence.

The provisions which laboratories and centers are making

for evaluation of their own processes, operations, and products

deserve the closest possible scrutiny. The validity, reliability
and comprehensiveness of evaluation measures and the competence of

the evaluators are important factors on which to base judgments of
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institutional effectiveness.

Another criterion which I believe applicable to educational

research and development operations is the character of the provisions

for continuing refinement of productspost-installation as well as

pre-installation. Research and development in education will make

its contributions for the most part through successively closer

approximations to desired goals, and to reliable performance.

"Reliable performance" is inavoidably a relative term, as complete

predictability is not to be anticipated where the primary concern

is with effects on the behaviors of individuals. A reasonable

approximation to reliable performance may be said to exist when an

instructional system or other educational product can be counted

on to produce stated gains in learning or other achievements when

used under specified conditions. Reports of gains or benefits from

one or several experimental demonstrations do not meet this criterion

unless experimentation has been sufficient to identify the whole set

of conditions essential to realization of the benefits. In the

case of education, the conditions specified must include such things

as: the previous experience and other characteristics of the

learners; the ways in which groups are organized for instruction;

provisions for the selection, training and assignment of teachers;

ways in which school experiences are related to out-of-school ex-

periences; pre- and post installation measures; and anything else

which experimentation has shown may condition the success of the

innovation.
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One of the arguments for the establishment of more or

less permanent laboratories is the hope that stable institutions,

not dependent on income from sales and profits, can counteract

the "arrested development" phenomenon to which reference was L.ade

previously. This will not happen, however, ;:nless the expectation

is firmly built into the evaluation process and the provisions for

funding.

Questions have been raised repeatedly as to whether the

present system (of quarterly and annual reports, annual formal

site visits, and periodic visits by members of the Office of

Education staff) is consistent with orderly planning and performance

of research and development functions. Reporting, site reviews,

and studies by independent groups sometimes impose such heavy bur..

dens on the staffs of centers and laboratories as to seriously

Interfere with the performance of important tasks. Moreover, fre-

quent reporting and evaluation procedures are difficult to reconcile

with commitment to programmatic research and development which re-

quire a long time span. It is my conviction that once a center or

laboratory has established its basic character and provided evidence

of ability to plan, to govern itself, and to perform effectively

the tasks to which it is committed, the frequency of formal on-site

reviews may be reduced to intervals of three years.

Questions have also been raised regarding the composition

of site visit panels. It is extremely difficult to obtain
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representation both of persons who are specialized in the problem

area and in research and development organization and management.

Dr. Alan T. Waterman, formerly director of the National Science

Foundation, has suggested that in the case of research and develop-

ment operations it may be helpful to conduct the review under two

major aspects: (a) study of the programs per se, and (b) study of

the management and organization of the agencies involved.

The application of criteria similar to those suggested

above by a small panel of persons with competence in research ads.

ministration and the management of public organizations might

serve the purposes of institutional evaluation; and program evalua-

tion might be performed by panels of experts who would look at the

total federal research and development efirnts in such fields as

reading, mathematics and other curriculum c _as, or in programs

directed at particular types of learners. A beginning has been made

in this direction.

Persistent Problems

There are a number of persistent problems which will con-

tinue to Impose serious obstacles to effective research and develop-

ment in education unless dealt with more decisively than in the ast.

Comments have been made in the foregoing sections with re

gard to some of the problems associtted with planning, program defini-

tion, staffing, and evaluation. Four other types of problems will
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term funding, those caused by the present public-domain policy,

those involving responsibilities for policy and governance, and

those inherent in the paucity of verifiabie theory and validated

knowledge applicable to education.

Ludekuats finano. The total federal funds now

comitted to the twenty-nine centers and laboratories is approxi-

mately thirty million dollars annually. This is utterly inadequate

for the support of anything approaching a major research and de.-

velopamat operation in a field as complex as education, which in

one way or another involves not merely the one-fourth of the

population engaged in formal schooling, but in actual effect the

total society.

Some of the curriculum studies supported by the National

Science Foundation required expenditures of the order of a million

dUlars a year for several years; and while they produced notable

improvements in texts and other instructional materials, none was

subjected to the extensive development and testing which are

necessary for reliable performance. While precise calculations are

not yet possible, there is reason to believe that the development,

production, testing, and refinement of even a fairly limited instruc-

tional system, requires a staff of fifteen or more highly qualified

specialists and generalists with a supporting technical and clerical

staff. Special facilities are also required for experimentation,
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design of prototypes, production of components, assembly of com-

ponents into systems, and rigorous testing at each stage of develop-

ment. For best results it is necessary to involve substantial

numbers of teachers, students, and other school personnel, and

to work closeMy with the various organizations and groups which

become sources of information or potential users of products. As

the actual development of couponents and the fitting together of

systems occurs, the annual cost for a single well designed program

is likely to exceed a million dollars. If it is assumed that an

organizationwill be engaged simultaneously in the development of

three or more conlementary programs or systems, the annual funding

of the organization might easily exceed three million dollars.

This suggeststhat the present appropriation cannot be

expected to sustain an effective level of operation of the present

tmenty-nine organizations. This may be considered an argument for

reducing the number of organizations supported. If such a decision

were made, however, it would quicicly appear that there are many

vital problems ha education which are not receiviag attention, and

pressure would develop to increase the number of organizations or

to add to the programs of existing organizations. Mn either case,

it will be found that thirty million dollars is grossly inadequate

annual support for educational researdh and development; and with

increasing experience, it probably will be clear that those who

originally talked of annual expenditures of one hundred million
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dollars a year, were, if anything, too modest in their estivates.

In addition to an increase in annual funds, it is im-

perative that ways be found of giving both laboratories and centers

contracts and assurance of funding for periods long enough to per-

mit long range planning and the development of staffs with the re-

quisite capibilities. A minimum for this purpose would seem to be

five years. Even if appropriations have to be made from annual

budgets, it should be possible over time, to work out an arrange-

ment, whereby eadh organization would be guaranteed minimal financing

for at least three years in advance.

Public domain. Serious difficulties arise under the pre-

sent public domain policy as it applies to materials and other

products developed at educational laboratories and research and dei.

velopment centers.

One problem is that of quality controlof products through

the stages of development, testing, amd refinement which should preft

cede widespread diffusion. Ile education market is hungry for im-

proved materials and other products, and commercial interests are

alert to the advantages accruing to those who 4te first on the market

with products which appear to have advantage-over those in use. This

could result in promotion of technologies and distribution of materials

before they are developed to the point of relit/Ma performance. Pre-

mature installation of less than thoroughly tested vessteas of

instructional materials or other products of the laboratories and
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centers may seriously retard the acceptance of the better designed

products anticipated at a later stage of development.

A. second problem is that of malcing satisfactory arrange-

ments for distribution of instructional materials and other products

when they are ready for diffusion. An arrangement for distribution

is not satisfactory unless it provides for continuing feedback of

information regArding the effects produced and the difficulties

encountered in use of the material with different types of learners

under a variety of situations. To be really satisfactory, tbe

arrangement for distribution should also provide that a reasonable

share of any profits accruing are to be "plowed back" into further

development by the originating center or laboratory.

A third problem associated with the present public domain

policy is that of rewcrding appropriately the investigators'and

developers vesponsible for producing the new systems or set of

materials. This is especially crucial in university research and

development centers where development is not highly valued in terms

of salary, promotion, or academic prestige. The result may be that

those who are most competent in the production of improved educa-

tional waterials may prefer to work through commercial firms rather

than through the laboratories and centers. If this happens, it will

be hard to charge the new research and development agencies with the

responsibility for continuing efforts to improve the products after

they have gained initial acceptance.
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The public domain policy also makes it difficult for pri-

vate industry to undertake the productiou, diffusion, and installa-

tion of tested products because of the lack of any financial pro-

tection to cover the risks incurred in the final developmental and

production pbases. This problem was solved in some of the curricu-

lum studies tvonsored by the National Science Foundation by restrict-

ing production to a single firm for a short period of years. No such

arrangement appears open to the laboratories amd centers under exist-

ing contracts.

Freedom and responsibility. Both cemters and laboratories

were established with federal funds, and few would survive a discon-

tinuance of such funding; yet they were conceived, not as parts of

the government, but as largely autonomous organizations capable of

wise choice of appropriate means to the achievement of the broad

purposes for which they were founded. The proper concern of all of

the many parties who share in the making of decisions which affect

the functioning of these organizations, therefore, is that the

fullest possible contribution be made to the public purpose of im-

proved education for individuals in our society. The furtherance

of this purpose through research and development requires the coordi-

nation of many diverse and highly specialized abilities; and it is

well established that persons with the requisite knowledge and

-abilities have a low tolerance for external controls.
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Unless conditioms of emplorment protect the freedoms

essential to imaginattve, well-designed, and sustained researCh

and development, the centers and laboratories cannot hope to de-

velop the staff capabilities necessary to effective performance.

Present control of the employment and dismissal of personnel

appears adequate; and the centers can offer continuity of employ-

ment and the promise of tenure through university appointments;

but the laboratories are handicapped in this respect because of

annual contracts. Perhaps the most important factor in staff

morale is a sense of self-direction. This undoubtedly is asso-

ciated with high performanceboth as cause and effect; but it

also reflects confidence in leadership and in the support of the

essential freedoms by the governing board or sponsoring university.

In the long run these freedoms, if ineptly used or

weakly defended, are subject to the same klnds of attrition as

other rights used irresponsibly; and continued exercise of the

freedoms requires both a disposition to behave responsibly and a

workable system for the distribution of authority and controls.

In the distribution of authority, the needs, the legitimate claims,

and the duties (including but not confined to legal obligations) of

many parties have to be considered. It will not do to confine

attention to a simple Office of Education and laboratory-center

equation. Among the parties at the foleral level directly and

often crucially involved in the decisions whiCh determine basic
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policies, modes of operation, and effects achieved are The

Congress, through enabling legislation, appropriations, and

Committee influence on federal administrators; the Office of

Education as the immediate federal agency of administration,

particular4 through the officers of the Division of Educational

Laboratories and the Bureau of Researdb; the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare and the Bureau of the Budget through their

action on Office of Education reccemendations. On the other side

of the table, so to speak, are the governing boards of the labora-

tories and the university officials and committees to whom the

centers report; and the staffs of the several organizations.

All of these policy--groupsw-federal, regional, and

local--operate in accordance with their perceptions of the public

interest, and the real constituency of all is the American people

and not a particular institution or region. I make this assertion

not merely because the support comes from federal sources, but

also because I can find no identifiable regional or local consti-

tuency which the governing bodies represent. The most crucially

affected party in all educational enterprises consists of the

individuals to be educated; and the advancement of this interest

is a prime obligation of all policy-making groups. The Congress

represents the people, however, as tazpgyers as well as learners

and as consumers of many services other than education. Members of

governing boards even when professionally associated with edut tion
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are not close students of learning behrviors under a sufficient

diversity of circumstances to be sensitized to how environmental

factors and socially determined norms affect motivation for and

success in learning.

Of all the parties involved in decision making for the

centers and laboratories, I would nominate the staffs of the

several organizatious both as most influential and nost likely to

understand the conditions affecting learning. In the laboratories

and centers as in other enterprises requiring highly specialized

abilities, authority for decisions tendb to lodge with a collegium

of key staff members. This is true because the authority of

knowledge has to be honored if work is to be productive. It may

also be Observed that as staff expertise increases, it becomes

progresstvely more.difficult to communicate all of the information

necessary for sound decisions to those not involved in day-to-day

planning and operations.

Certain dangers inhere in what basically is a sound im-

pulse toward staff selfe.government. One of these is a tendency

toward a narrowing view of alternative ends and means. This is

counteracted successfully by the better nanaged laboratories

through skillful use of outside consultants and &variety of

advisory groups. Another danger is that the public interest will

be percetved too largely in terms of the professional ethos or

the preferences of staff members. The best antidote for this type
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of myopia is a governing board or other policy making body which

demands from its director and his staff adequate information on

alternative strategies end programs, insists on further study

when indicated, and accepts responsibility both for the formula-

tion of policy and for effecttve staff performance. This under-

scores the importance of including on die poll:qv-making bcords,

persons who view the public interest and needs for education from

a variety of occupational, cultural, and socio-ecomomic perspec-

tives. It likewise emphasizes the importance of members suffi-

ciently interested in the tmprovement of education through re-

search and development to take seriously their responsibilities

as board members.

The Abler executive directors of the several organiza-

tions for the most part are aware that boards tend to function

effectively only when the director and his staff axe diligent in

exposing the advantages and disadvantages, the probable costs and

benefits, of alternative courses.

The lack of control over finances inherent in short-term

contracts and the consequent necessity for frequent justification

of budget requests are a source of irritation to many boards and

a potential threat to the autonomy requisite to effective perfor-

mance. The Office of Education staff is discharging with dme

moderation and increasing wisdom its inescapable responsibility

for productive use of funds committed; and longer term contracts
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might serve to reduce the tension between the contracting parties

to a level consistent with high performance.

Weak knowledge base. Examination of products already

developed or ready for development suggests that the basic capital

of ideas and empirically tested knowledge available for use in

educational research and development is uncomfortably small. If

this were not so, it is unlikely that so many of the laboratories

would be centering their developmental activities on linear

programming of instruction, uacro-teaching, and interaction-analysis

instruments, which, despite their undoubted merits, scarcely con..

stitute a full range of the potentially powerful means to improved

educational practice. Met of the centers and several of the

laboratories are themselves contributing knowledge on teaching,

learning, and the organization of educational institutions; and

their constant seardh for additional knowledge should have a sand-

lating effect on research communities in the universities and

elsewhere.

To speed up the increase of conceptual capital for applied

research and developuents consider-*ion might be given to funding a

number of institutes, centers, or . .oratories capable of concen-

trating a rich variety of interdisciplinary and technical talee

on problems critical to education which are not yet receiving ade-

quate attention. For example, longitudinal studies of haw learning

is affected by the level and quality of information available and
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the ways in which it is presented might be conducted by carefully

selected teams of information and communications theorists, ex-

perimental psychologists, linguists, and others. Similarly, the

diverse and cumulative effects of school and non-school environ-

ments on self-concepts and notivation to learn might be studied

by teams of ecologists, neurologists, psydhiatrists and other

biological and social scientists. A team to identify the crucial

determinants of the frequency and power of reconstructive or

"peak" learning experiences and to discover how these experiences

are related to incremental learnings ndght include philosophers

as well as psychologists and biological scientists. Studies of

the structural and interpersonal characteristics of educational

organizations which renew themselves and promote the growth of

their nembers through continuing attention to unmet needs and

unsolved prdhlems udght be undertaken by teams which would include

sociologists, political scientists, economists, historians and

other students of the functioning of human institutions.

Whether or not such special institutes are established,

the need will still exist to stimulate a variety of basic research

on human ecology and human behaviors by generous research grants

and increased support for the training of researchers interested

in applying the methodologies of other disciplines to the study of

education (ar of devising new and fruitful research methodologies

and techniques for educational studies).
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CONCLUSIONS

Thelindings of my study of the twenty educational labors,.

tortes and the nine university researdh and development centers are

eMbedded in or foreshadowed by the preceding observations; but I wish

to give explicit expression in this section to some of the conclusions

to which the two.iyear study has led:

The National Program of Educational Laboratories is evotving

into a functioniAgAystem with demonstrated aver and reat otential

for the improvement of Anerican education.

The experiences of the centers and laboratories have clarified

the meaning of research and developmemt in education; and illuminated

the requimi4nts for effective performance. A, majority of the twenty-

nine organizations,within their brief life span of two to five years

have developed well designed and workable strategies and systems for

adapting knowledge and technology to educational use. Increased

sophistication in planning is producing better program definition,

sharper analysis of alternatives, and closer specification of opera-

tional procedures.

Collaboration in solving common problems is increasing

through both formal and informal arrangements involving various comm

binatians of laboratories and centers. Although flexibility is

sufficient to allow each organization to capitalize on its unique

strengths for research, development, and diffusion, a rough division
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of labor is occurrinr-with centers typically giving emphasis to

probleworiented research eventuating in conceptual models and

prototypes, and the laboratories assuming a large share of respon-

sibility for the letP3r stages of development and field testiag.

Communication has improved markedly not only among centers and

laboratories, but also with a lele variety of educational and edu-

cation-related organization4 and dissemination of knot/ledge and

other products is being expedited through the Educational Resources

Information Center and directly through better planned publications,

conferences and workshops.

Tbe modest investment in the laboratories and centers al-

ready has produced pood returns and revealed possibilities for in-

creelmshe returns fran all educational expenditures.

For example, the knowledge and instructional systeum de-

vauped by several centers and laboratories are being applied with

good effect the education of migrant, Spanish-speaking, /mdian,

Eskimo, and other populations for which traditional curricula and

instruction have proved inappropriate; and instructional uaterials

and systems ha language arts, mathematics, science, and other subjects

are undergoing tests and refinements which promise superior perfor-

mance. Moreover, substantial contributions are being made to the

concepts and practice of pre- and pont.. employment teacher training;

ways of relating school to out-of-school experience are being worked

out in metropolitan and rural areas; and gystems and strategies are
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being devised to improve pre-school education and to reduce the

detrimental effects of impoverished environments. In short the

findings of uany kinds of research are being more thoroughly and-

more quickly incorporated iUto educational practice; and many

school systems and several state departments of education are look-

ing to centers and ltboratories as a source of knowledge and tested

innovations.

The best w to realize continuin and agar ed gains from

educational research and develo Ilt.7.4/ t is to conserve and build on

the stren ttl s...it.j.las been devell by the centers and laboratories-11
which hIyeihown that they canproduce and which are making the

reatest ro ress in im rovi their ,erations.

The concept of wystematic and continuous research and

development in education was poorly understood wbem the centers and

laboratories were established; and there was little previous experi-

ence to draw on for models, as those derived from other fields are

based on presuppositions which do not hold fully in education.

It would be folly to disrupt or slowdown those organi-

zations which are steadily moving toward mastery of the complex

elements involved in any fundamental improvement of education. The

influence of many of these organizations already is nationwide and

several are attracting close attention from other countries because

of their products and their ways of working.
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Failure to provide the more successful and capable of

these organizations with expanded support will be interpreted as

evidence that the American society is not ready to apply to educa-

tion the careful and elaborate processes for the production and

application of knowledge that have proved so fruitful in agriculture,

nedicine, space exploration, and weaponry. If, for any reason, the

current promising beginnings in educational research and development

are allowed to falter, it will be exceedingly difficult to mount an

equally successful effort in the foreseeable future.

This is not an argument for continued support of operations

of dubious value or organisations of low performance. On the con-

trarysit undodbtedly will prove detrimental tl continue support of

those organizations whiCh fall to prove themselves after a reason-

able period.

Several prompt

tefull_potentl._...ofcenterang.22....a.realizetidlaboratotesoforani-

zations for contributions to innovation amd to the necessary re-

construction and reform of educational institutions and ractices.

Some of the measures necessary to improve functioning can

and should be taken by the centers and laboratories severally. One

of he most important of these is to add additional talents and

methodological competence to achieve a better balance in staffing.

The present laboratory staffs tend to have a high percentage of per-

sons trained and experienced in educational administration. Such
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disciplines as anthropology, linguistics, psychology, sociology,

and statistics are less well represented on most laboratory staffs.

The newer disciplines of information processing (and theory),

system analysis, and program planning axe likewise underrepresented

in most laboratories. Even curriculum specialists and creative

teachers are not found as often as might be expected. With notable

exceptions, the centers tend to rely on educational psychologists

and curriculmm specialists nore heavily than on scholars from

basic disciplines. Sone have not succeedei in bringing to bear on

the problems with which they are wrectling the rich resources of

talent theoretical4 available in universities. Progress is being

nade ia improving tbe staff mix" and in on-the-job development

of staff; but further efforts in these directions are in order by

both laboratories and centers.

Mich the sane observations may be nade in regard to govern-

ing boards and advisory groups. In all but a few cases, there would

be great advantage in bringing in points of view not now well re-

presented. A, wider representation of research communities might

bring important new perceptions and considerations to bear on policy

and operational strategy; and the sane may be said for occupations

and socio-cultural groups which at presett lack effective spokesman

on boards and committees. Artistic and humanistic points of vlew

likewise deserve effective representation.
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Another measure largely umder the control of the centers

and laboratories collectively is a strengthening of the network

of communications and collaborative effort anang these organizations,

with the several scholarly disciplines, with institutions preparing

teachers, with state departments of education, with professional

groups, and with uany other organizations capable of illuminating

or participating in educational research and develmpuent.

There are other measures which require action by the

federal government, whidh is, and must remain for many years, the

najor source of funds and, hopeful4, a bulwark of policies essential

to sound operation and productivity. Among these is the removal

from contracts (and enabling legislation when mecescary) of provisions

whidh interfere with legitimate autonomy and flexibility in arrang-

ing for the diffusion and continuing refinement of prodrcts. Another

is some foriaof advance or forward funding to provide the stable

expectations essential to good planning, alequate staffing, and effec-

tive program development. Still another is continuing effort by

the Office of Education staff to improve evalmation and reporting.

Among other things, this requires retention of as many as possible

of the able and dedicated staff uembers who within the past two years

have markedly increased their knowledge and effectiveness in administer-

ing research and development programs.

A. much higher level of funding needs bp be established for

successful centers and laboratories. Many of the centers are urgently
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in need of increased funds to strengthen their staffs and add

badly needed facilities. The need for larger funding is even

more urgent as products become ready for extensive development

and fieLd testing. The stronger laboratories undoubtedly could

make excellent use of annual budgetary increases of 20 to 50 per

cent over a period of several years.

An appropriation of funds for buildings and cther per-

manent facilities for laboratories and centers was included in

the congressional authorization; but the funds have been frozen

because of a cadbination of circumstances. An early decision to

provide such facilities for the mast firmly establishol and

effective organizations would be a clear and important "gpabead"

signal for educational research and development.

Successful research and development in educatiallELIA

will continue to be both a science and an art* and alitative

assessments often are more relevant than cluanitative measurements.

Tbe centers and laboratories are employing science and

engineering techniques wherever they seem appropriate to the underm

standing and improvement of education; but they also are learning

something of the limitations of these approaches in solving the

uore complex problems involved in adapting education to the needs

of individuals caught in the cultural whirlpool of contemporary

life. In the most exciting and productive of these new organiza-

tions, I detect a judicious and lively mixture of science and art.
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There is a relentless effort to be analytical and precise in des-

cribing relationships, inferring probable consequences of proposed

changes, and measurement of effects; but there is also a sharpened

awareness that for successful intervention in education, science

has to be narried to art. The adaptation of education to human

needs requires imagination as well as analytical skills, sensiti-

vity to feelings even nore than exact measurement, and artistic

perceptions as well as scientific inquiry. The ethics of science

must be fully respected; but technologies for change must also neet

the test of their consequences for individual autonomy, self4Pesteem,

amd spontaneity.
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Activities Associated With Study by Francis S. Chase of the

NATIONAL PROGRAM OF EDUCATIONAL LABORATORIES

Dates

1966

Nov. 18

Nov. 19

Nov. 30

Dec. 1

Dec. 2-5

Dec. 6-7

Dec. 8-9

Dec. 12

Dec. 1344

Dec. 15

Conference with HEW Secretary John Gardner,
Commissioner of Education Harold Howe II and
others. Acceptance of the invitation to under-
take overview of the National Program of
Educational Laboratories.

Presentation of concepts of educational research
and development to meeting of the Office of
Education Research Advisory Council.

Conferences in Washington with members of the OE
staff and officials of the Bureau of the Budget
with regard to problems emerging in the administra-
tion of the laboratory program.

Contract signed by the Office of Education and the
University of Chicago to cover cost of the Chase
Study.

Visit to Center for Urban Education, New York City.

Visit to Educational Development Center, Newton,
Hass. (At that time known as Institute for Educational
Innovation)

Visit to Research for Better Schools in Philadelphia.

First interim report mailed to Commissioner Hove
setting forth impressions from early visits.

Visit to Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
in Portland, Oregon.

Visit to Far West Laboratory for Educational Research
and Development, Berkeley, California.



Dates

1966

Dec. 16

Dec. 17-19

Dec. 20

72

Invitation extended to a group of selected consultants
for a seminar based on available data concerning the
laboratories.

Visit to Sopthwest Regional Laboratory, Los Angeles,

California,L

Conferences in Washington with Secretary Gardner and
Commissioner Howe, amd sdbsequent conferences with
the OE laboratory staff for discussion of observations
made on visits to the laboratories.

Dec. 2849 Visit to Central Midwest Regional Laboratory, St. Ann,
Missouri.

Dec. 29-30 Visit to Southeast Educational Laboratory, Atlanta,
Georgia.2

1967

Jan. 2 Conference
3 in Chicago to discuss and analyze the

Investigator's impressions of the first month of study.

Oscar Chute, formerly Supt. of Sdhools in Evanston, Illinois, accom-

panied the investigator on the visits to the West Coast laboratories

between Dec. 13 and 19.

2
Thomas James, Dean of the Schooa of Education at Stanford University,

participated in the visits between December 28 amd 30.

3Conference participants included distinguished educational researchers

and others who had played important parts in the formulation of national

policies on education and contributed ideas which were incorporated in..

to the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. It also included

personswith wide experience in educational administration at local and

state levels and Deans of three of the stronger schools of education.

In alphabetical order those in attendance were: Stephen R4 Bailey;

Benjamin S. Bloom; Roald F. Campbell; Oscar Chute; Lawrence A. Cremia;

Luvern Cunningham; Martin W. Essex; Jacob W. Getzels; Egon Cuba;

Philip Kearney; Kenneth J. Rehage and Herbert A. Ttelen.



Dates

1967

Jan. 4

73

Letter to Commissioner Howe to report additional im-

pressions from visits to the laboratories and conver-

sations with informed persons.

Jan. 5 Visit to Eastern Regional Institute for Education,

Syracuse, N.Y.

Jan. 6 Visit to Eichigan-Ohio Regional Educational Laboratory

in Detroit.

Jan. 10

Jan. 15

Full dry of conferences with Secretary Gardner and

Under-Secretary Wilbur Cohen; Commissioner Howe and

Associate Ommissioners Louis Bright and Graham

Sullivan; William Cannon of the Bureau of the Budget;

and others.

Visit to Central Atlantic Regional Educational

Laboratory in Alexandria, Virginia.

Address to Chairmen of Regional Laboratory Boards,

Directors and selected staff members at New Orleans,

Louisiana. (Appendix B)

Jan. 17-18 Visit to Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory,

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Jan. 19 Copy of New Orleans address mailed to Laboratory Directors,

Board Chairmen and OE staff with request for criticisms.

Jan. 19-20 Visit to Southwest Educational Development Laboratory,

Austin, Texas.

Jan. 22 Letters to members of the National Laboratory Advisory

Committee suggesting issues for discussion.

Jan. 23-24 Visit to Appalachia Regional Educational Laboratory,

Charleston, West Virginia.

Jan. 25 Visit to Regional Educational Laboratory of Carolinas

and Virginia, Rougemont, North Carolina.

Feb. 10 Statement of tentative conclusions mailed to members

of Advisory Committee, Laboratory directors and OE

staff.
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Feb. 17

Feb. 18

Feb. 20

27-28

Mare 3

Niro 6-7

Miro 8-9

Niro 15

74

Meeting of National Laboratory Advisory Committee.

Joint meeting of National Laboratory Advisory Committee
with Research Advisory Council.

Visit to South Central Regional Educational Laboratory,
Little Rock, Arkansas*

Visit to Upper Midwest Regional Educational Laboratory,
Minneapolis, Ninnesota.

Visit to Cooperative Educational Research Laboratory,
Northfield, Illinois.

Visit to Mid-Cwatinent Regional Educational Laboratory,
Kansas City, Missouri.4

Visit to Rocky Mountain Regional Educational Laboratory:
Denver, Colorado.

Technical Progress Report sent to Office of Education.

Apr. 3-5 Meetings in Washington with Commissioners Howe and
Bright, OE staff, and Executive Committee of Laboratory
Directors.

Apr, 1445 Meeting of National Laboratory Advisory Committee in
Washington.

Apr. 16 Memorandum to laboratory directors.

Afro 24 Letter to National Laboratory Committee timbers in
regard to natters requiring attention at May 12-13 meeting.

1105? 9 Kjell Eide arrived to assist in study of planning processes
used by the laboratories.

May 1243 National Laboratory Advism Committee meeting in
Washington--name changed to National Advisory Committee
on Educational Laboratories.

4
Stephen Bailey, member of the Advisory Committee and Dean of the
Maxwell Graduate School at Syracuse University, participated in this
visit.
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May 19 Memorandum to laboratories regarding agenda of
National Advisory Committee meeting.

75

June 9-10 National Advisory Committee meeting in Washington.

June 15-16 Participation in discussions at Conference with
Research and Development Center Directors in Madison,
Wisconsin.

July 9 Bide Study completed. (Summary of report in Appendix C
was sent to all laboratories and to OE staff members).

July 13

July 14-15

July 26

Memorandum to Commissioner Howe regarding laboratories.

Meeting of National Advisory Couwaittee in Washington.

Visit to Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory,
Portland, Oregon.

July 27-28 Visit to Center for Advanced Study of Educational
Administration, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregone5

Aug. 3

Aug. 7

Aug. 15-16

Sept. 22

Sept. 25

Visit to Wisconsin Center for Research and Development
for Learning and Reeducation, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin.

Letter to R. & D Center Directors requesting informatian
and giving purpose of visits.

Conference in Washington with OE and Bureau of Budget
officials.

Memorandum to members of the National Advisory Committee
regarding conference on Oct. 54.

Visit to Research and Development Center in Educational
Stimulation, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgie.

5Daniel Griffiths, Professor of Education and Dean, New York University,
School of Education, participated in this vlsit.
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Sept. 26

76

Return visit to Southeastern Educational Laboratory,

Atlanta, Georgia.6

Sept. 28-29 Return visit to Southwestern Educational Development

Laboratory, Austin, Texas.

Oct. 5 Presentation of views to Conference in Washington of

Laboratory Directors and Board Chairmen with OE staff

and chairmen of visiting teams.

Oct. 6-7 Meeting of National Advisory Committee in Washington.

Oct. 12 Visit to Center for Study of Evaluation of Instructional

Programs, UCLA, Los Angeles, California.

Oct. 13 Return visit to Southwest Regional Educational

Laboratory at Inglewood, California.

Oct. 20 Meeting with membership of the Central Atlantic Regional

Educational Laboratory in Alexandria, Virginia.

Oct. 26 Visit to Center for Research and Development in Higher

Education, University of California, Berkeley, California.

Oct. 27 Return visit to Far West Laboratory for Educational

Research and Development, Berkeley, California.

Nov. 7 Conference in Washington, D.C. with Associate Commissioner

LQUis Bright; Director of the Division of Educational

Laboratories, Norman Boyan; Ward Mason of the Division

of Educational Laboratories; and Ccnter Directors, Bush,

Findley, Glaser, Klausmeier, Pe11obin and Wittrock.

Novo 30 Visit to Learning Research and Development Center,

University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Dec. 7 Visit to Center for Study of Social Organization of

Schools, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland.

6Francis A. J. lanai, Professor of Education, Teachers College, ColuMbia

and formerly Associate Commissioner of Research, U.S. Office of Education,

took part in the visits of September 25 and 26.
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Dec. 8

Dec. 19

1968

Jan. 5-6

Jan, 13

77

Conference with OE staff in Washington, D.C.

Return visit to Central Midwestern Regional Educational
Laboratory, St. Ann, Missouri.

National Advisory Cottmiittee meeting in Washington, D.C.

Returu visit to South Central Regional Educational
Laboratory, Little Rock, Arkansas.

Feb. 29 Statement to the Secretary of HEW and the Office of
Education.

Apr, 16

Apr. 19

Nay 9-10

May24

May 31

June 4

June 6-7

Additional information requested from laboratories.

Conference at Office of Education.

Return visit to Michigan-Ohio .:egional Educational
Laboratory.

Return visit to Upper Midwestern Regional Educational
Laboratory.

Return visit to Research and Development Center,
University of Georgia, Atlanta, Georgia.

Return visit to Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory,
Portland, Oregon.

Presentation and participation in discussions at
Conference of R & D Centers Directors at Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.

June 11 Conference in Chicago with Drs. Gilchrist and Neff of
the Kid-Continent Regional Educational Laboratory.

July 2 Meeting in Washington with OE staff.

July 12-13 National Advisory Committee meeting in Washington.
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1968

July 22-23

Aug. 29

78

Conference of Laboratory Directors in Portland, Oregon.

Eight-page letter to Canmissioner Howe dealing with

(1) conserving and augmertt:Lng the power for productive

educational research and development now evident in the

stronger centers and laboratories and (2) ameliorating

conditions which tend to retard realization of the full

potential of the National Progra" of Educational

Laboratories.
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Appendix B

THE EDUCATIONAL LABORATORIES:
HOW DO THEY FIT INTO THE MYHRE OF AMERICAN EDUCATION?

Francis S. Chase

New Orleans Meeting of the Laboratory Directors
January 15, 1967

IV intent is not to pass judgment on the laboratories; but to

ask you to rethink with me the role of the laboratories in American

education and ha; this role may be played to greatest effect.

For the past two months the laboratories seldom have been

absent from my thoughts except in sleep:, and not always then. I have

discussed these new institutions with everyone whom / could engage

in conversations and have probed in every way I know to extract the

essential meaning of these new institutions which have appeared on

the American educational scene as an important piece of the apparatus

created by the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. Those

with whom I have conferred and argued include scholars from a amber

of disciplines in the academic community, state superintendents of

public instruction, school administrators and teachers, and numerous

others concerned with the advancement of education. Included among

those with whom I have talked are several who took leading parts in

the Task Force which enunciated the basic ideas later incorporated

in Public Law 89-10, the Goverment officers responsible for ad.,

ministration of the National Laboratory, Progran and the laboratory

staff in the Office 62 Education, members of the special panel chaired
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by Professor Cremin, and members of the boards awl staffs of more

than half of the regional laboratories.

Out of these conversations a number of conclusions are beginning

to emerge and a number of sharp questions to protrude. These I wish

to share with you before the first meeting of the National Laboratory

Advisory Committee is held at the end of this month. I beg you to

subject them to the sharpest possible scrutiny, to expose any errors

of fact or weakness of logic, and to help me correct ay present im

perfect perception of what the laboratories are and what they may

become.

The evidence which I have examined suggests that the funds al"

ready committed to the laboratories will bring returns that compare

favorably with those from other expenditures within this decade which

have been designed to produce construtive change in education. There

is no reason to doubt that the laboratories are engaging in activities

which ere useful In their own terms and which may be expected to make

at least modest contributions to the adoption of innovative practices,

to the improvement of the morale of those engaged in teaching and

administration, and some measurable increase in educational achievement.

As yet, however) only a small number of laboratories have moved

with any definitiveness to supply the need for programmatic research,

rigorous "field testing" of research findings, or the engineering of

components for the "systems" approach to education. Moreover, weak-

nesses built into the structure, the staff and the choice of activities
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by many of the laboratories threaten to r4duce.the prospect that

their performance will differ significantly from existing educational

institutions. One penetrating critic has said:

....that most of the laboratories are projecting their
activities on the basis of unwarranted assumptions;
that they are poorly organized to ce-ry out their man-

dates,...and that they have projected programs which
are pedestrian and which will tend merely to 'repair'

the most obvious deficiencies of American education
without doing much to change the educational enter-
prise in any basic ways.

In my opinion this criticism is unduly harsh for most of the labora-

tories. I would say that considering the abort lapse of time since

the laboratories have been funded and the presence of conditions which

interfere seriously with orderly processes of planning and staffing,

it is little short of remarkable that so many of the Laboratories

(I) have achieved a defensible definition of functions and goals,

(2) have built the nuclei of staffs of considerable promise, and (3)

are demonstrating that they can make contributions which may enable

all parts of the educational enterprise to perform more effectively.

I also am inclined to think that several laboratories are engaging

in dubious activities and have become the prisoners of mistaken cone

cepts of regionality, or self-defeating attempts to address themselves

to everyone's perceptions of needs, and of "entangling alliances" of

various kinds. Let me expose to you the assumptions that lie back

of these harsh judgments.

Within the last several decades there has been a considerable

amount of research which illuminates the evolution and functioning of
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educational institutions and provides implications far learning,

teaching, and the administration of education. In his presidential

addtess to the American Educational Research Association in Chicmg0

last February, Professor Benjamin S. Bloom named several areas in

which he believes ways of thinking about educational phenomena have

been altered by crucial studies. Reflections on the new knowledge

to which Professor Bloom refers suggests, however, that uuch of it

is not yet available for application to teaching or school administra-

tion. It has not been incorporated to any great extent into uaterials

or instruction, it has not yet produced discernible change in most

programs of teacher education, and most of it has not been put into

forms that provide much guidance for organizing schools, grouping

learners, or adapting instructional techniques to individual differences.

The point is that the discovery of new knowledge does not make it

immediately available to those engaged in the practice of education.

The same thing can be said of new technologies of communication,

data processing, and instruction. Educational availability cannot

be measured by the possibilities inherent in the computer or other

technological device until the applications to instruction are careful/y

worked out and tested under a variety of conditions; and the potential

cannot be realized until other elements are modified so that the new

technology becomes part of a consistent system.

In contrast with au& fields as agriculture, engineering, and

medicine, education has lacked precise technologies both for investigation
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of needs and for instrumentation of reforms. There have been seri-

ous gaps in the processes through which new knowledge and technologies

have been adapted to use by schools and other educational agencies

and subjected to rigorous testing under &variety of life situations.

In short, there has been little that can be dignified by the name

of applied science in the field of education.

The laboratories offer a hope of remedying this lack, provided

they can be helped to specigy with some precision the kinds of changes--

products or processesto which their efforts are directed, the stages

sod instruments through which the ends are to be attained, and the

proximate inputs of time, talent, and other resources required for

each development. It seems to me these developments would be more

likely if each laboratory were to select one or a small number of

programs so that the necessary attention might be given to the refine-

ment of strategies of intervention and the building of the requisite

instruments and staff competence through which to test the selected

strategies and tactics, to monitor the operations of the new systems,

and to exercise quantity and quality controls over the output.

By functioning along the lines described; the laboratories

might provide the new elements to make the American educational enters,

prise operate more nearly as a system of reciprocating parts. The

public and non-public school systems, the several institutions of higher

education, the state departments of education, and voluntary educational

agencies of many kinds now function largely as discrete units whidh
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engage with eadh other intermittent/y or incidentally. The labora

tories might be designed to mesh continuously both with the producers

of theory and research and the potential consumers vho are responsim

ble for instructionand the operation of educational agencies. If so,

contributions to the effective functioning of other educational

agencies would be incalculable. Scholars would be able to improve

their research and theoretical formulations as a result of the feedback

from the laboratories; knowledge of the Muds of experiences required

to enable teachers to adapt their behavior to new conditions might

force radical changes in both the initial and continuing education

of teachers; state departments of education would be able to regulate,

consults and advise on the basis of tested information and technology;

and schools of all kinds would have a much clearer view of how to bring

about the desired changes in education.

It appears that the conditions necessary to the development of

laboratories along the lines indicated have not yet been established.

In fact many of the conditions under which proponals were prepared

and funding authorimtd were such as to create diffuseness of objectives,

attempts to meet a host of conflicting expectations, and a frantic

rush to employ staff and get into operation without adequate planning.

It will serve little purpose to assign credit for the strengths

whidh the laboratories exhibit or blame for their weaknesses; but it

is important without further delay to create the conditions which

will help them realize as fully as posstble the potentialities of the
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concept which underlies their establishment. Some of the conditions

which seem essential are discussed below.

There is a pressing need for a set of descriptive terms which

will convey the distinctive functions and operational strategies

of the educational laboratories without restricting arbitrarily the

choice of activities eispntial to the performance of functions.

Support of the laboratoriei by those who provide the essential

resources, and by the organizi4ons and persons which they seek to

help and on which they must depet14, requires a common'concept which

clarifies the ways in which the labor ories complement the work of

existing educational institutions and age ies and the kinds of

contributions to be expected from them. Until there is a set of

communicable concepts or descriptive terns which are shared by and

acted upon by the responsible government officials, the staff of the

Office of Education, the boards and staffs of the several laboratories,

and the agencies and persons with which they need to work, there is

a danger that the laboratories may be seen as intruding on the juries.

dictions of other agencies and/or as institutions so poorly defined

as to be innocuous. In view of the fact that the twelve operational

laboratory contracts were negotiated as late as MAy, 1966, it is

remarkable how much progress several of the laboratories have made

toward achieving distinctive identities. Over a period of a few

months notable progress in the specification of both goals and processes

has taken place in at least five or six of the laboratories; and
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attempts at closer specification of objectives, programs, operating

procedures, and staff competencies are observable im most of the

laboratories. This process needs to continue with the help of able

consultants, who theuselves have thought deeply about the labora-

tories, and wbo are agreed among themselves and with the leadership

of the Office of Education with regard to the essential character

of the new institutions. It is hoped that the necessary definitions

wdll emerge as a product of conversations among the several parties

concerned with the development and functioning of the laboratories

and will reflect the strategies and program definitions which seem

to underlie the most promising developments to date.

Criteria for the guidance and evaluation of the laboratories

need clarificatimn to avoid confusion by what appear to be mixed

signals. It is evident that some of the laboratories find it difficult

to decipher the meaning of the directives and suggestions which they

are receiving ftmm the Office of Education; and some of the sugges-

tions do appear to be at cross purpose with each other. Two kinds of

perceptions of what is expected seem to me to have produced effects

that are dubious, if not downright damaging to the effective develop-

uent of the laboratories. The first is that the program should raps

present a response to the needs of the regimes ascertained from the

persons concerned. Related to this is the perception that the laboratory

mill be judged by the =Mbar and diversity of occupations of the persons

invotted. lloth of these have contributed to the diffuseness which is
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found in the programs of many of the laboratories; and both con-

tribute to the frantic effort to "bring help" eveni before there

bas been any adequate diagnosis of tbe problems or any formulation

of &method of dealing with them. Another kind of perception which

has operated to retard sound development is the idea that the

laboratories must almost immediately have something to "show and

tell". Tbls has lei to mounting programs without adequate planning

and to recruiting staff without sufficient attention to the quali-
fications required for substantive contributions over an extended

.period.

It is lay conviction that the laboratories must establish them-

selves by what they demonstrate, not by whom they involve. Widespread

involvement of persons and agencies is no substitute for the develop-

ment of soundly conceived and carefully developed efforts to produce

understanding of how improvements in education can be achieved. More-.

over, the desire to please many, or special, constituencies may

interfere with development of institutional integrity and power.

Laboratories are in danger of becoming captives of particular points

of view emanating from powerful school systems, state departments of

education, or universities unless the governing boards can concentrate

on defining the distinctive character of the laboratory and its

relationships to other institutions. Too much courting of existing

agencies may result in failure to develop new points of view and new

cutting edges in education, and make the laboratories errand boys
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for other institutions or lead them to expend their energies largely

for their own preservation. They might even come to resemble weak

schools of education without students.

The indispensable prerequisite for both training and service

activities is the development of tested technologies and specialized

staff competence. The attempt to provide training of teachers or

other personnel or to offer evaluative and consultative services

without relating such training and service to the development of

specialized staff competence aul technologies will mean that the

laboratory becomes simply another educational agency functioning on

the basis of opinion and the "conventional wisdom" derived from ex-

perience.

It is or contention that as new hutitutions brought into being

by the promise of Federal funds, the laboratories are entitled to

reasonable support through their infancy without having to spend

talent and energy in seeking grants and contracts. The character

of the new institutions is not likely to be soundly formed if they

are tempted to enter into contracts for services in order to pay their

staffs and other expenses. All the early energies are needed to

achieve identity and lay the foundation for distinctive contributions

to education. They will, mature more rapidly if they do not have to

turn aside from essential tasks to raise money either because of

shortage of funds or to protect their autonomy.

Lonprange planning, stability of staff, and orderly program

development are difficult to achieve when funding is on a short-term
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basis and budget processing is tortuous or delayed. Several of

the laboraWies have been remarkably successful in attracting highly

qualified p4csons who value the pc;ssibilities they see in the labore-

tortes sufficiently to take the risk of short-term contracts. The

will become intolerable, however, unless it can be reduced by

effective performance. It is necessary that the laboratories pro-

vide a basis for confidence through a discriminating delineatbyn of

functions, responsible direction and policy making, the employment

of competent staffs, and initial progress on significant problems.

Once the basis for confidence is established for a laboratory, however,

it has the need, and the right, to feel itself "master of its house";

and this it cannot do if autonomy is granted grudgingly or funding

is inadequate.

There is no doubt that the President, Secretary Gardner,

Commissioner Howe and all Government officers concerned with the

laboratories want very mu& to see the laboratories succeed. They

are pleased with evidence of effective functioning; but they are

also alert to any signs that the power of the laboratories is being

dissipated in activities of small promise or functions that might be

as well performed by older educational agencies. The ablest educa-

tional leaders in the country appear to have similar views; and the

severity of WYMe of the criticism leveled at the iaboratories springs

from the overwhelming importance attached to effective performance

by the laboratories of essential functions which are now neglected.
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Many of those with whom I have talked are beginning to raise ques-

tions which I believe deserve your studious consbleration, questions

which already are receiving attention in the Office of Education, and

questions which undoubtedly will be di_cussed thoroughly at ,he meeting

of the National Laboratory Advisory Committee on January 28 and 29

and at the subsequent meeting of the Research Advisory Committee.

One of the questions that comes up in various forms is "How

many laboratories should be supported for the next four or five years?"

This question sometimes arises out of certain assumptions regarding

the level of funding, but more often arises from concern that there

nay not be enough highly developed talent to permit effective opera-

tion of more than five to ten laboratories until additional talent

can be developed through research training programs snd the training

offered by the laboratories themselves. There are many thoughtful

persons who share this view and who would argue, therefore, for the

discontinuance of the weaker laboratories or for mergers which would

increase the strength of the resulting laboratories.

A. related question has to do with how much and what kinds of

overlap there should be in the programs of the several laboratories.

For example, how many laboratories should be devoting major efforts

to finding ways to provide success in learning for children and youth

from urban slums? Are we more likely to attain the desired results

by having one, two, or maw laboratories addressing themselves to

this problem? Examination of this issue probably will not support
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the thesis that it should be the concern of each of the present

regional laboratories simply because different forms of depriva-

tion appear in the several regions. Is it desirable that labora-

tories within easy commuting distance of each other pool the talent

and other resources necessary for real progress in identifying and

coping with the conditions which make motivation so weak and pro-

gress in education so uncertain for so many of those growing up

in our large cities? Again we may ask, how many laboratories teed

to concentrate their efforts on the education of the rural poor

and the elevation of the quality of life-in rural communities? Bow

many need to address their efforts to the education of those whose

native language is other than English?

Mother question, which in a sense encompasses those already

stated, is how much national planning is desirable for the labora-

tories? Is some degree of planning essential to avoid wasteful

duplication and failure to deal with crucial problems or to follow

some of the more promising approaches? Or, can the laboratories

be expected to accomplish the same purpose through establishing

networks for communication and coordination? If there is to be

some degree of national planning for the laboratories, to what pur-

poses should it be directed and through what mechanisms should it

be exercised?

A question may also be raised as to the extent to which the

several laboratories should engage in the evaluation of their own
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activities and of other programs such as those under Title / and

III of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

It seems to me that we have an urgent need for the develop-

ment of new technologies of evaluation, including diagnostic and

analytical instruments of many kinds. In addition to using the

instruments and knowledge developed in the field of measurement,

it is necessary to bring to bear on the evaluation of education

the sharpest tools that can be devised by economists and other

social scientists. Otherwise we shall continue to intervene in

education without any clear indications of the consequences of such

intervention on the quality of the teaching-learning processes. If

all of the laboratories engage in evaluative activities using the

instruments at hand or those which can be readily improvised, I

foresee little advance in the art and science of educational evalua-

tion. Perhaps, there should be at least one laboratory which directs

major efforts toward working with a Research and Development Center

and other University scholars to develop a science aul technology of

evaluation and to train evaluators who may in time become available

to the laboratories and to other educational institutions.

Some of the other questions to which attention is needed are:

I. Under what conditions is support of research in universities

and other institutions justifiable?

2. Under what conditions, if any, are branch offices support-

able?
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3. How many distinctive types or models of laboratories

are desirable?

4. What are the uses and abuses of PERT and of similar

approaches to engineering education?

5. How many laboratories should engage in the construction

or revision of curricula in such fields as English, social studies,

mathematics and science?

6. Is it desirable that at least one laboratory attempt the

working out of processes through which individuals may be able to

make discriminating choices among values?

7. How much and what kinds of attention should be given to

the contributions of the arts and humanities to education?

Not all of these questions can be subjected to discussion today

and not a.. I of them will be high on the agenda of the National Committee;

but most of then sooner or later need to be taken tmb) account; and I

am sure you can offer other questions equally worthy of consideration.
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PROGRAM PLANNING IN THE REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL LABORATORIES

(Extracted from report of study by Kjell Eidwconducted between
May 9 and July 9, 1967, under direction of Francis S. Chase amd
performed pursuant to a contract of The University of Chicago with
the United States Department of Health, Education, aud Welfare,
Office of Education.)

The question as to whether the educational laboratories can

form the institutional base for a new developmental function within

education, uust in my view be given an affirmattve answer. In their

short period of existence, the uajority of the laboratories have been

able to develop their own institutional profiles, distinctly different

in terms of functions, organization, and attitudes from those of

other educational or scientific institutions. This is so much more

impressive since there has been no relevant pattern of institution

building to copy, a condition that is reflected in the present wide

range of variations displayed by the laboratories.

Nearly all the laboratories still have a long way to go before

the present promises are fulfilled. The very limited resources cur-

ren4y at their disposal do not permit effective, full-scale operations

of institutions of this kind. Furtheruore, most of the laboratories

are still in the process of developing their particular institutional

functions, and of hiring and training the kind of professional staff

required. However, provided a continued and balanced growth in resources

and performance, the rather decisive, institution building phase of the

regional educational laboratory program appears to have a fair chance

of success.
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Resource Identification

Mbst laboratories engaged in some sort of survey of regional

resources during the development period, even if in some cases all

it amounted to was a listing of potentially relevant institutions.

At that stage, quite a few laboratories had ideas about establishing

a resource bank system. Possibilities for overlapping with the

ERIC eystem, and difficulties foreseen in the continuous updating

and quality evaluation of resource information may be reasons for

the laboratories-with a couple of exceptionsto drop these ideas.

There is very little evidence that the ear/y surveying of

regional research resources and ongoing research has contributed

significant/y to the actual content of lab programs. On the other

hand, there can be no doubt about the program impact of the direct

relationshtps between a large nuMber of laboratories and universities

and other regional research institutions, particularly in the form

of submission of researdh proposals for funding. Initial/I resource

based program items of this type are still frequent, in the form of

projects to be either gradually phased out or fully integrated in

the main in-house lab program.

The by far most important program impact of the regional re-

source base is due to the scarcity of resources prevailing tn certatn

regional, and to its consequences for the staffing of the laboratories

concerned. The failure of some laboratories to mobilize the needed

high quality staff appears to constitute a rather decisive constraint
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to program content and/or program implementation. Regions with

scarce resources tend to have special difficulties with "import"

of qualified personnel from other regions, while at the same time

new competitors in the local market are particularly unwelcome.

The relative absence of such difficulties in most regions with

abundant resources seems to accentuate a difference in working

conditions for the various laboratories which may need particular

attention.

Presently very few laboratories put major efforts into re-

source assessments. Increased competence of lab staff in more

selected program areas may have contributed to this development.

A high degree of reliance upon the capability of the ERIC system

to provide most of the needed outside resource base is also to be

found in many laboratories, particularly--as it seems--where

research qualifications of lab staff are relatively weak. Theft

is also an increasing tendency to look for resources outside the

region, a development reflecting at least partly the loosening up

of ties between a number of the laboratories and their region.

Needs Identification

Together with the early resource surveys, some needs assess-

ment activities were carried out by almost all laboratorW during

the development period. Exceptions were one or two laboratories

that refused to do so on the grounds that no meaningful needs assess-

ment could be undertaken in such a short period. A few other
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laboratories could base their assessment upon major previous studies

within the region. The rest did as beat they could, some of them

describing this early needs assessment as a ritual one had to get

through.

The materials resulting from these assessments, as far as I
f,

have,. had a chance to see them, are very unsatisfactory, and they

can hardly have been of much help for the early program development.

Only a couple of labs today maintain that their present program

bears any significant relationship to this early assessment work.

However, as a part of this activity, quite a few laboratories engaged

in often rather extensive surveys on opinions on needs in selected

groups. There is very little evidence that even these activities

had any major impact on programs, but they certainly served pure

pose in the early attempts by the labs to advertise themselves.

Program Planning System

Three typical approaches to program planning can be identified

within the educational laboratories. The first may be described as

semi-intuitive, based on whatever evidence is available, and leaving

wide margins for implicit value judgments. At least half of the

laboratories will have to be put in this category. The second is

characterised by a careful working out of the production process

for one or a few chosen products, the production line being crowded

with controls and evaluation processes, bu.!. Ae selection of products

being still intuitive and open for implicit value judgments. The
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third approach, actually not fully applied by any laboratory, is

based on an analysis of the total educational process as a system,

identigying current strategic variables, and estiaating total re

pereussions all through the system of potential chamses in individual

variables.

A, mixture of the intuitive and the product-oriemted approach

is found in quite a few laboratories, in which the initial intuitive

program selection is supposed to be gradually sdbstituted by program

planning based on feedback from elaborate evaluation systems. Such

labs may eventually find themselves in the second category indicated

above. In the case of two or three labs, evaluation plans are pre-

sently so ambitious that if they are implemented they might eventually

lead to the development of a more comprehensive systems model for a

major part of the educational fabric, thus potentially moving those

labs toward the third program planning approach. However, this is

still a rather uncertain vision, and the lebs concerned do not yet

appear to realize the potential of owl a. developuent.

It is interesting to note that althyugh a typically product-

oriented lab mi4 be extremely concerned with evaluation amd feedbadk

directly related to its own production processes, it may give very

little thought to the more general evaluation of the usefulness of this

product to the educational system as a. whole. At present, there thus

appears to exist a certain alternativity between tha product /ins

approach and the systems approach to program planning. This lack of
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complementarity between the two approaches appears to be less the

consequence of a logical contradiction than the result of a difference

in historical background. The product-line approach has its prece-

dence in industry, where a normally functioning market is supposed

to provide all the feedback necessary for the evaluation of the

product. The systems approach may owe more to traditions developed

within public services, where market conditions quite frequently do

not provide the kind of information needed for product evaluation,

and where there exist a traditional feeling of responsibility for

inherent product value that goes beyond possible successes in sell-

ing.

Eventually, there might be some hope for a merger of the

product line and the systems approach. This would mean that the

present tendencies towards more general systems thinking--beyond the

mere product developmentshould be encouraged, while the extremely

interesting product line processes worked out by those labs should

be adopted by others.

It should also be mentioned that more intuitive program

planning is often found in laboratories with a close relationship

to their region and strong commitment to the solution of some of its

problems. Some times these problems are so obvious to the lab that

a more formalized program planning process may seem rather artifical,

the real problem being in fact to find tactically appropriate ways

of presenting the chosen program objectives.
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There is certainly no reason to impose upon such laboratories

an obligation to work towards what night appear to be more sophisti-

cated approaches to program planning, nor to regard the programs

emerging from more intuitive, tactically biased planning processes

as less worthy of support. However, it night be worthwhile consider-

ing for some of the laboratories, whether more formalized planning

procedures might in same eases contribute to the defense of essential

program items against pressures from representatives of special vested

Interests,

Time and Development Dimensions

There appears to be a clear trend in the lab programs towards

more emphasis upon long-term programs, This is a natural developnent,

especially when the slackening of the initial pressure towards visi

bility is borne in mind. The abandoning of extensive service alai:vie,

ties by a large number of labs adds to this effect.

In terms of the contiouon from research through development

to dissemination--a concept that is not accepted as useful far

operational purposes by some of the more advanced laboratoriesmost

lab programs are moving towards a nore narrow range of activities.

This may partly be due to USOE signals, and partly a natter of less

resources than initially foreseen, In the majority of laboratories,

both planned research and service activities have been reduted, in

some cases to a drastic extent.
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Development, field testing, and possibly demonstration seem

to be the most favored lab activities more recently. This may be

viewed as a natural consequence of the reduced university influence

on lab policies, and the gradual development of in-house competence

within the labs.

There may be some dangers in the present narrowing down of

the scope of lab activities. Iacreasingly, the labs tend to define

their "products" as something that euerges from their own in-house

production processes, irrespective of the possible further fate of

those products. The idea that the choice of product mix might be

made on the basis of careful considerations about the likelihood

of other agencies making use of the produrAs in a way that would

really make a difference to children, does not seem to be any closer

to labs program planning today than a year ago. On the surface,

it may seem that the recent emphasis upon development of clearly

measurable products has lead some of the labs further away fran this

more general strategic thinking. It dhould not be excluded, however,

that this apparent effect may have been caused by the practical

difficulties facing the labs lam beautifully designed programs are

being put into operation.

The recent development towards uore concentrated prograus has

led to unquestionable gains in terms of stronger lab institutions,

more capable of controlling their own programs.'"--turrent programs are

also by and large more compatible with available resources, although
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most labs still have programs presupposing a higher funding level

in the future. Same real losses, however, should be recognized

as a result of the narrowing down of program scope, in terms of

reduced local involvement and interst in lab activities in quite

a few cases.

Strong commitment by the laboratory staff to the substance of

lab program, sometimes amounting to a genuine feeling of mission, is

not infrequent in the regional educational laboratories. It tends

in some cases to make the program planning of sudh a lab a rather

artificial process, the real purpose of which is to convince all

concerned about the need for what the staff members in question axe

set upon doing. There are clear dangers involved in this situation,

especially if it leads to a rigid association of the laboratory to

specific program items beyond the real usefulness of work in these

particular areas. Still, being convinced that the operations of the

educational laboratories has to imply a significant amount of value

judgment, my bunch is that an explicit devotion to specific lib

purposes is in the long run more fruitful than viewing the laboratory

as an instrument for change nper se".

The current tendency for the laboratories to crowd certain

"popular" subjects, and to leave alone others, possibly at least as

important to the objectives of American education, certainly calls

for a general long term policy at the central level, and for the

necessary instruments for its implementation. The plea made here is
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only for a true concern for the final impact of the lab program

judged by its own specific criteria developed for other purposes.

As one of the conditions for criteria appropriate to the lab pro-

gram* I would include an amount of flexibility reflecting the fact

that the laboratories are in fact facing a wide variety of situations,

calling for quite different institutional roles to be played. Too

strong a push towards a homogeneous role may have rather detrimental

effects to the proper functioning of the program as a whole, des-

troying one of its most potent characteristics.

A substantial part of the difficulties faced by the labora-

tories today is due to their operating Zar below their optimal scale.

In my judgment, most of the laboratories have by now reached a state

which permits a rapid expansion of their resources. If a continuous

and fairly rapid growth in the resources available to the laboratories

should not be forthcoming in the next couple of years, much of the

present promise of the lab program will not be fulfilled. The task

I have assumed to be the basic objective of the lab program, is not

by far an easy one, and cannot be achieved at the present level of

effort.
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